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SMMARY 
The efficiency of the structure of a civil aircraft 
may be gauged by the financial performance of the aircraft 
over its life span. 
In this thesis a method of structural design is proposed 
with the object of maximising the life-cycle profit for the 
airline operating the aircraft. In the formulation of the 
design process. original contributions have been made in vari- 
ous aspects of optimal cost design theory. 
The design process is applied to the optimisation of a 
specimen structure, which is representative of an idealised 
aircraft wing. The results of the analysis are of importance, 
since they indicate the manner in which the optimal configura- 
tion of a practical structure will vary with the individual 
characteristics of the aircraft design in which the structure 
is to be incorporated. 
The degree to which'the optimisation process is degraded 
by those errors encountered in a practical environment is 
ascertained by means of sensitivity analyses. 
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NOTATION 
The following notation is employed throughout the 
thesis. Other notation, applied locally, is introduced 
when appropriate. 
Svmbol Definition 
a rib pitch 
b stringer pitch 
C unit cost 
d wing depth 
D. O. C. direct operating cost 
B modulus of elasticity 
F Farrar efficiency factor 
I. O. C. indirect operating cost 
L life cycle cost per aircraft 
M merit function 
Nx end loading 
p material density 
P airline profit per aircraft 
R airline revenue per aircraft 
t skin thickness 
tC cover thickness 
tR rib thickness 
ts stringer thickness 
T aircraft service li: Fe 
V exchange rate 
W component structural weight 
WS aircraft structural weight 
Units 
in. 
in. 
E 
in. 
E 
lb. in. 2 
lb. 
lb. /in. 
lb. /in. 
in. 
in. 
in. 
in. 
hr. 
9/lb. 
lb. 
lb. 
S. vmbol Definition 
a- 0.10 proof stress c 
cr 1 -1 ultimate tensile stress t 
Subscripts 
B break-even value 
C compression cover 
D detail value 
G global value 
L lower bound value 
min minimum gauge 
N normalised value 
0 operative value 
R rib 
ST standard value 
T tension cover 
U upper bound value 
Units 
lb. /in. 2 
lb. /in. 2 
W 
INTRODUCTION 
The expenditure of enormous sums of money is required 
by airframe and engine manufacturing companies alike, in 
the areas of design, research and development, tooling and 
manufacture, for a modern aircraft project to reach the 
production stage. 
The capital investment involved in a new aircraft program 
is often so great as to exceed the capital resources of the 
aircraft companies involved, necessitating large government 
EPubsidies to sustain the project. The Anglo-French super- 
sonic transport program has required the investment of 
9885m by the British and French'governments for research and 
development funding alone. 
(') 
The large, expenditure involved in the Tri-star Airbus 
program caused the Rolls-Royce and-lockheed companies to 
experience extreme financial crises, and other aircraft 
companies have been in similar difficulties. 
The very large program costs of modern aircraft, when 
coupled with relatively short production runs, means that the 
cost of purchasing new aircraft has placed an enormous 
financial strain on the operating airline, giving rise to a 
depression in the airline industry at the present time. The 
manner in which the first cost of long haul civil aircraft 
has increased with time is-presented in fig I. 1, emphasising 
the growing financial burden re-equipment places on the 
operator. 
In the light of the depressed financial state of the 
aircraft and the airline'industries, it is. essential that 
(ii) 
new projects are developed which permit economic benefits to 
be gained by both the manufacturer and the operator. 
This thesis proposes a method of structural design which 
takes full account of the cost of manufacture and operation 
of an aircraft, enabling an aircraft possessing a good 
economic performance to. be developed. 
Design Philosophy 
The philosophy of aircraft structural design has shown 
a distinct evolutionary pattern, as follows: 
ý The fundamental method of aircraft structural design 
consisted of arrangýng a structure capable of 
carrying the predicted aerodynamic loads. In general, 
the structural arrangement chosen was not the minimum 
weight configuration for the applied loading system. 
i4 In a search for better aircraft performance, attempts 
were made to reduce. aircraft structural weight. 
Minimi un weight analyses were conducted in order to 
determine thearrangement of internal geometry 
required for the lightest structure. However, minimum 
weight structures tend to be very expensive to produce, 
leading to increases in aircraft first cost. 
iii) A worsening economic climate forced aircraft manu- 
facturers to endeavour to reduce aircraft first cost 
by minimising the production cost involved. The 
application of value engineering techniques to air- 
craft designs gave significant reductions in both 
cost and weight of many structural components. 
i, O Generally the optimal aircraft structure is neither 
the minimum weight structure nor the minimum first 
(iii) 
cost structure. Alvey and Emero 
(2) 
proposed a method 
of aircraft structural design which sought to minimise 
the aircraft first cost and the operating cost of the 
aircraft over its lifetime. 
,0 The design philosophy presentedin this thesis proposes 
a method of aircraft structural design which enables 
the aircraft, in which the structure is incorporated, 
to yield the maximum profit to the operating airlinev 
for the capital invested. This design objective takes 
full account of the first cost of the aircraft, the 
operating costs incurred and the passenger and freight 
revenue generated over its lifetime. 
The optimisation procedure was developed for civil air- 
craft, since the optimal structure may be readily defined in 
terms of maximised airline profit. The monetary value used 
to define the optimal structure for a military aircraft is a 
less tangible quantity. However, the same design process may 
be applied to military aircraft, once this value has been 
specified. 
1.2 A Review of Recent Progress in the Field of 
Optimal Cost Structural Design 
The introduction of cost as an important parameter in the 
process of aircraft structural design would appear to be a 
desirable aim, especially in the light of the economic con- 
ditions mentioned earlier. However, a review of recent 
literature indicates that this aspect of structural design 
has been sadly neglected. 
Recently, considerable emphasis has been placed on the 
application of statistical techniques to data accumulated on 
Uv) 
completed aircraft programs. In this way Levenson and Barro, 
(3) 
Carrier and Smith, 
(4) 
Yates(5) and Sanchez 
(6 ) 
derived equa- 
tions relating airframe costs to various aircraft parameterp 
including airframe weight, gross thrust, maximum cruise speed, 
and number of aircraft produced. 
The equations, termed cost-estimating relationships, 
were developed for the prediction of costs at the project 
stage. However, these cost-estimating relationships may be 
used for the improvement of an aircraft design by allowing the 
manipulation of the parametric values to achieve a specified 
cost. The cost-estimating relationships developed to date 
are oflittle use in the process of structural design, since 
the main structural parameters influencing costs were not 
included in the structural analyses. 
Any technique of structural design which attempts to 
optimise the cost performance of the aircraft in which the 
structure is incorporated, is dependent upon savings in 
structural weight being assigned an economic value. 
Dykes(7) presented the criteria which influence the 
economic value assiged to reductions in weight. 
The lower bound of the economic value of weight reduc- 
tions was derived mathematically by Gerard, 
(8) 
who assumed 
that the economic value was given by the incremental reduc- 
tion in the fuel cost of operating a lighter aircraft. This 
value has been utilised in the derivation of the lower bound 
value of the break-even exchange rate presented in section 
2.3. 
The outstanding contribution in the field of the optimal 
cost design of aircraft structures has been made by Alvey and 
(v) 
Emero. 
(2) 
As mentioned in section I. I. they proposed a 
method of structural design with the aim of minimising the life- 
cycle cost of the aircraft in whichthe structure is incorp- 
orated. 
The merit fuziction value proposed by Alvey and Emero 
(2) 
allows the comparison of different structures on, a cost- 
weightlasis. This concept represents an advance in structural 
design techniques, and has been employed in the design process 
presented in this thesis. 
However, although the paper represents an important 
milestone along the path towards the introduction of cost as 
a major consideration in the procqss of structural design, 
its accuracy must be questioned in several areas, as follows: 
i) The validity of the design objective, requiring the 
minimisation of aircraft life-cycle cost, is challenged 
in Chapter 2. 
ii) In the thesis, optimal configuration curves for the 
component parts of a box beam are presented. The 
validity of the results given by the optimisation of 
structural components is challenged in Chapter W. 
1-3 Aims of the Research Program 
The general lack of evidence of a concerted effort to 
integrate cost considerations in the structural design, 
processv together with the shortcomings of the best design 
method. available, gave the impetus to the research work 
described in, this thesis. 
The aims of the research program were as follows: 
J) The formulation of a method of structural design 
enabling the structure possessing the optimal cost 
(vi) 
characteristics, as defined by the design objective 
stated in section I. 1, to be selected from a series of 
alternative structures. 
ij) The examination of the sensitivity of the analytical 
process to factors present in a practical environment, 
including the influence of errors in the cost and weight 
estimation methods. 
iiý The examination of a specimen structure to evaluate the 
performance of the structural design method and to 
obtain results having practical significance. 
i-O The modification of the design process, in the light of 
the findings of the analysis. of the specimen structurel 
to acco=odate practical structures. 
In order to achieve the aims stated above, advances were 
required in the following areas: 
j) The definition of each element of the design process. 
ij) The mathematical derivation of a suitable exchange 
rate value for use in the selection process for the 
location of the optimal cost structure. 
ii4 The mathematical derivation of a relationship expressing 
the sensitivity of the selection process to estimation 
errors. 
i'O The specification of alternative structural systems 
for examination in the specimen analysis. 
"0 The fo=ul'ation of suitable models to allow the costs 
and weights of different structural systems to be 
equitably compared. 
I 
vi) The derivation of suitable design equations, for use 
(vii) 
in the structural model of the specimen analysis, 
defining the internal dimensions of the structure 
required for structural integrity. 
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CHAPTBRI 
A DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPLETE DESIGN PROCESS 
Introduction. 
The design proceýss proposed in this chapter may be used 
for the location of the optimal configuration for a given 
structural system, or for the selection of the optimal system 
from a range of alternative systems. 
The design process consists of certain basic stages 
which are summarised in block diagram form in fig. I. I. 
When the design process is applied to the optimisation of a 
specific item, each stage must be adapted to suit the 
characteristicts of the particular application. The optimisa- 
tion of a specimen structure using the design process is 
demonstrated in part 2. 
Each stage in the design process is now described. 
1.2 A Statement of the Design Objective 
The aims of the design process are stated in the design 
objective. The design objective used in this thesis, which 
was presented in section I. I. seeks to maximise the airline 
profit generated by the aircraft in which the structure is 
incorporated. The structural system fulfilling the design 
objective is defined as-the optimum. 
1.3 The Definition of a Design Model 
A design model must be formulated to ensure that: 
2 
i) the basic design requirementsý which are essential 
for a satisfactory solution, are incorporated in 
each structural system, and 
ii) the alternative structure systems are compared on an 
equitable basis. Within the overall design model, a 
structural model must be specified to delimit'the 
extent of the structural item under analysis and to 
set a series of geometric requirements to be satis- 
fied by all structural systems. Similarly a cost 
model must be specified to govern the allocation of 
the cost elements to each system. 
1.4 The Specification of the'Alternative Structural 
Systems 
The alternative structural systems chosen for comparison 
may vary in material type, production method or type of 
structural component employed. The arrangement of the com- 
ponents of a given structural system may be varied to change 
the configuration of the system, enabling the design process 
to be used to locate the optimal configuration. 
It is essential that realistic systems are chosen for 
analysisp since the validity of the resulting optimal solu- 
tions is dependent on the original data. It must be emphasised 
that structural systems, which are superior to those examined, 
nay exist. 
1.5 The Selection of the Optimal System 
The introd-uction of a common meas-ure of system merit 
3 
makes it possible to compare the relative performances of the 
alternative structural systems in terms of the achievement of 
the design objective. The merit function parameter, evolved 
by Alvey and Emero, 
(2) 
is used for this purpose. The merit 
function value for a particular structural system is dependent 
on the system values, that is the values of the structural 
weight and the unit cost, and on the magnitude of the global 
exchange rate value of the aircraft project for which the 
structure is intended. 
The system values must be evaluated for each structural 
system in the manner prescribed by the design model. 
A mathematical derivation of the break-even exchange 
rate value, from whichthe global exchange rate value may be 
determined, is presented in Chapter 2. 
A comparative procedure must be employed to locate the 
system having the minimum value of the merit function. By 
definition, this is the system, from the alternatives examined, 
which fulfils the design objective, and hence is termed the 
optimum. 
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CHAPTBR 
THE DEFINITION OF THE SELECTION CRITERIA 
2.1 Introduction 
The design objective, stated in section 1.19 proposed 
that the optimal structure shall enable the aircraft, in 
which the structure is incorporated, to yield the maximum 
profit to the operating airline, for the capital invested 
in the aircraft and its spares. 
The ability to identify the structiire which fulfils the 
design objective is dependent on suitable selection crit- 
eria being evolved. The selection criteria must express 
the relative perfo=ance of each structure in te=s of the 
degree of fulfilment of the design objective. Before the 
selection criteria can be specifiedt the parameter requiring 
maximisation, namely the airline profit, must be examined in 
detail. 
2.2 The Cost Elements of the Airline Profit 
An airline operating an aircraft of structural weight Ws 
over a given service life receives a revenue R, from the 
passenger and freight fares, and has an expediture, due to 
the purchase cost and the operating costs of the aircraft, 
which can be defined as the life-cycle cost L. 
The difference between the revenue and the expediture 
is the profit (or loss) P, 
i. e. P=R-Ia (2.1) 
5 
The main elements of the profit will now be examined. 
2.2.1 The revenue 
The revenue R obtained per aircraft from the pas- 
senger and freight charges, over its service life, is 
given by 
R= LF *N. S. Cs*T (2.2) 
where R= revenue (Z), 
LP= average load factor over the aircrafts 
service life, 
N= number of seats per aircraft, 
S= block speed (m. p. h. ), 
Cs= seat mile charge (Z/seat mile), 
T= service life (hrs. ) - 
The average payload weight W py per aircraft 
is 
W 
py 
LF0N. Wp (2-3) 
where Wp the design weight of a passenger plus 
baggage (lb. ) 
2.2.2 Thelife-cycle cost 
The total cost to the airline of purchasing and 
operating the aircraft over its service life is defined 
as the life-cycle cost L. Fig. 2.1 gives an indica- 
tion of the magnitude of the life-cycle cost for a long 
haul civil aircraft. 
The life-cycle cost L may be sub-divided into 
direct and indirect operating costs, giving 
L=D. O. C. + I. O. C. (2-4) 
6 
where D. O. C. = the direct cost of operating the 
aircraft over its service life, 
including the amortisation of the 
first cost (F, )t 
I. O. C. = the proportion, of the airline's indirect 
operating cost allocated to the 
aircraft over its service life (9). 
(a) the direct operating cost 
The main cost elements of which the direct 
operating cost, D. O. C., is composed, are 
D. O. C. = CB +Cc+cF+ cm (2-5) 
where CB= insurance, interest anddepreciation 
costs (E), 
CC= crew costs 
CF= fuel and oil costs (9), 
CM = engine, airframe and equipment 
maintenance costs (Z). 
Fig. 2.2 gives an indication of, the relative pro- 
portion of the direct operating cost that each 
cost element occupies, for a typical civil sub- 
sonic aircraft. 
(9) 
The combined insurance, interest and depreciation 
cost CB can be expressed'as 
cB=K2*cA (2.6) 
where K2=a constant dependent on the aircraft 
type, 
CA= aircraft first cost (9) 
7 
Crew cost CC are directly proportional to the 
number of crew per aircraft, which is dependent 
on aircraft size. However, the crew size is not 
a linear function of aircraft sizeq but increases 
in a number of discrete steps. 
(b) the indirect operating cost 
The main cost elements of which the indirect 
operating cost, I. O. C., is composed, are 
I. O. C. CH+C SP +CG+CP (2-7) 
where CH aircraft and traffic handling costs 
(i), 
CS13 = promotion and sales costs (F, ), 
CG= administrative costs (E), 
CF = passenger service costs (9). 
Fig. 2.3 presents the breakdown of the indirect 
operating cost elements for T. W. A. in the finan- 
cial year 1967/8. 
(24) 
Typically the indirect operating costs are of the 
order of 70 to 130 per cent of the direct operat- 
ing cost, depending on an airline's size, effic- 
iency and the type of operation it undertakes. 
As an example, the indirect operating costs of 
B. O. A. C. were 94 per cent of the direct operating 
costs in the financial year 1968/9. 
(10) Ref. 10 
states that the aircraft designer is probably 
responsible for at least 60 per cent of the direct 
operating cost and can influence 30 to 40 per 
cent of the indirect operating cost. 
8 
2.3 The Derivation of the Break-Even Exchange Rate 
Value 
Equation (2.1) defines the profit P for an aircraft 
of structural weight W8 as 
P=R-L 
It is the influence of the structural weight on the 
profit that is being investigated. If an incremental decrease 
SW 
s 
is made in the structural weight of the aircraft due to 
a design improvement, then, using the calculus of variationsp 
the resulting change in profit SP is given by 
p ap 9R cs w+ 
ap BL w @R 'aWs 8 BE aws s (2.8) 
Since the total revenue cannot increase even if the number 
or size of aircraft is increased, and the life-cycle cost is 
incurred whether passengers are carried or not, if one omits 
the small change in fuel costs with different payload weights, 
to the first order of approximation the revenue may be assumed 
to be independent of the life-cycle cost, hence -22 =1 and 13 R 
91) 
-1, so that equation (2.8) reduces to 8L = 
SP SR . c)L w ýýw 21W (2.9) 
In the preliminary design stage, when the basic aircraft 
and its powerplant have been specified, savings in structural 
weight can be used either: 
i) to increase the revenue- earning weight by replacing 
structural weight with payload, this being tenned the 
upper bound case, since it attaches the maximum cost 
value to the weight saving, or 
9 
ii) to reduce the fuel cost element of the direct operat- 
ing cost, due to the lower fuel requirements of the 
liglier aircraft, this being termed the lower bound 
case, since it attaches the minimum cost value to 
the weight saving. 
These cost benefits from the saving of weight are, obtained 
at the expense of an increased first cost, since it usually 
costs more to produce a lighter structure than a heavier, 
less complex structure, as is shown diagranmatically in fig. 
2.4 for the case of a compression panel. 
A parameter, known as the break-even exchange rate, is 
introduced which forms the basis 4 the selection criteria 
used in the optimisation process. The break-even exchange , 
rate value VB is defined as the cost incurred in saving unit 
structural weight, for which there is no overall change in 
the profit P, 
i. e. v= 
ý- -ýc A 
B ýýw 
s 'SP c (2.10) 
In the mathematical derivation of the break-even exchange 
rate value the following assumptions are made: 
i) the airframe maintenance cost CM is based on the 
A. T. A. maintenance cost equations presented in ref. 
25 , with 
CIV, =0A+ K4 - Ws (2.11) 
where K3= first-cost constant 
and K4= structural weight constant (9/1b. ), 
which are dependent on the aircraft type, 
ii) the indirect operating cost I. O. C. and the crew cost 
CC are assumed unaffected by the incremental change 
10 
SW 
s 
in structural weight, so that 
-ä c 0. c. 
-c0 ra ws la ws (2.12) 
The break-even exchange rate values are evaluated using 
upper and lower bound considerations, an operative 
value being suggested. 
2.3.1 The upper bound case 
In the upper bound case the saving in structural 
weight is used to generate eXtra revenue by increasing 
the aircraft's payload. For the upper bound case to 
be applicable, the following. conditions must all apply: 
i) the aircraft must be weight limited, as is often 
the case when flying from hot and high airfields, 
ii) sufficient volume must exist to accommodate the 
extra payload, 
iii) the flight must be overbooked in order that the 
additional payload can exist, 
iv) the structural weight saved must be equal to, or 
greater than, the weight of the extra payload, 
which in the case of an extra passenger is 200 lb. 
For the upper bound case, the zero fuel weight of 
the aircraft is unchanged, since the structural weight 
saved is replaced by payload, so that the aircraft's 
fuel consumption, and hence its fuel cost, remain the 
same, 
CF 
ws (2.13) 
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Applying the conditions specified by eq7iations (2-5)v 
(2.6), (2.11) and (2.12) in equation (2.9)v 
DR CB cm 
w- i. ý8P =( aw s ws 9ws 
) 
-. 8ws 
A (K uw 
s2+ 
K3) 2)W L4) - 8WS s (2.14) 
The break-even exchange rate value VB- is based on the 
condition that there is no change in profit, i. e. SP = 0. 
, *, The upper bound value V Bu of the break-even 
exchange rate is obtained by re-arranging equation 
(2.14), 
i. e. = 
7" ZCA 10 (" '73 R_K VBU ýýts 
)0- 
(K2 + K3) 2)Ws 
(2.15) 
From equations (2.2) and (2-3)t the extra revenue SR 
generated by the increase CSW py 
in payload, which is 
equal to the decrease 8W s 
in structural weight, is 
ZR csS. T 
GW wp (2.16) 
Substituting in equation (2.15) from (2.16) gives the 
iipper bound value VB of the break-even exchange rate 
u 
as 
cssT 
VBU 
2+K3). 
c 
Wp -- K4) 
2.3.2 The lower bound case 
In the lower bound case the structural weight 
saved is used to reduce the fuel cost, because the 
12 
lighter aircraft has a lower fuel consumption. 
There is no change in revenue, 
i. 
C) w 
Applying the conditions specified by equations (2-5), 
(2.6), (2.11)9 (2.12) and (2.18) in equation (2.9), 
B CM lýCF 
ý, ýws + -p; + -7W-B )-a 
CA 
+K+ cl 
CF 
c3 
( 
2ws 4 ciws 
)-0 
(2.19) 
The break-even exchange rate value V is based on B 
the condition that there is no change in profit, 
i. e. 8p= 
The lower bound value V BL of the break-even rate 
is obtained by re-arranging equation (2.19), 
i. e. V( 
9C A) 1 C1, + 
. Sj o 
BL (K 2+KW s- 4) 
'117 _Ws 
3-7 
(2.20) 
(8) According to Gerard the reduction 8C in fuel 
cost over the aircraft's life T (hr. ), due to the 
reduction CS WS in structural weight, is 
-D CFF_. T. S. (G -2 
aw S 
RA (2.21) 
where F= fuel cost per unit weight (Z/lb. ), 
G= gross weight - structural weight growth 
factor, 
R= aircraft range (miles). 
A 
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Substituting in equation (2.20) from (2.21) gives the 
lower bound value V BL of the break-even exchange 
rate as 
I10'cG -- 21 VBL 
+K-! 
'K4) 
3 
(2o22) 
2.3.3 The operative value of the break-even exchange 
rate 
The conditions, specified in section 2-3-1P which 
must be fulfilled for the upper bound case to apply 
exist for only a small fraction x of the total 
service life, whilst the lower bound case applies for 
the remainder of the time. 
Hence the operative value V, 3 
0 
of the break-even 
exchange rate is given by 
VBO =x- VBU + (1 - X) * VB L (2.23) 
Substituting from equations (2.17) and (2.20) into 
(2.23), glVes the operative value as 
=IS. 
T. Cx. Cs. RA + (1-x) . 
(G-2). F. W, 
)) -K4RAWP VB 
0-RA*Wp* 
(K 2+K3) 
(2.24) 
The variation of the operative value of the break-even 
exchange rate with aircraft speed is presented in fig. 
2.5, for the conditions listed in Table 2.1. 
2.4 The Definition of the Global Exchange Rate 
In practice, the operating airline would not merely want 
to break even on any structural alterations incorporated in 
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the aircraft, but would require a definite increase in the 
profit, in which case an exchange rate, which is less than 
the break-even value, must be used. 
The exchange rate adopted by the airline-or the aircraft 
manufacturer, as a means of improving the profitability of an 
aircraft by reducing its structural weight, will be defined 
as the global exchange ratev which has a value VG given by 
VV 9p G Bo sw 
s (2.25) 
Ideally, the airline would like to apply a global exchange 
rate having zero value, in order to obtain the saving in 
weight for no increase in cost. In this, case the increase 
8P in profit due to the saving in weight., SW is obtained 
from equation (2.25) as 
SP V 
sw 
sB0 
It is not generally the case that the required saving in 
weight can be acquired at zero cost. Fig. 2.6 illustrates 
the variation of the magnitude of the increase in profit for 
different values of the global exchange rate. 
Many factors influence the global value adopted for a 
given aircraft project, including the limits introduced by 
ref. 10, as follows: 
i) the limitation on the amount the airline will pay, 
applied by market cost considerations, 
ii) the limitation on the amount of capital, investment 
which can be undertaken to enable new structural types 
to be introduced. 
The exchange rate value, derived above, was based on a 
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consideration of civil aircraft costs, because of the straight- 
forward manner in which a monetary value could be attached 
to the reduction in weight. 
The exchange rate concept may*also be applied to the 
design of military aircraft, but the monetary value of sav- 
ing weight is not readily obvious. 'For military aircraft' 
it is the gain in mission capability, in terms of an increased 
weapons load or an improved radius of action, for example, 
which must determine the monetary value of saving weight. 
Quoted values of the global exchange rate range from 
VO/lb., 
(") 
for a simple turboprop airlinerl up to E2000 + 
(12) /lb. 
t for orbital payloads. A. spectrum of global exchange 
rate values is presented in fig. 2-7. 
2.5 , The Definition of the Detail Exchange Rate 
A further exchange rate must be introduced to enable 
the structure with the optimal characteristicsp as specified 
by the design objective, to be identified. This wiýl be 
defined as the detail exchange rate, the value for which 
will be derived from a consideration of the following example: 
Let two structural designs fulfil the same requirements. 
The datum design has a production cost per unit weight S, 
and a structural weight W19 giving a production cost 
CI=S10W 10 The alternative design has a higher production 
cost per unit weight S2 , but a structural weight W2 which 
is a fraction y of the weight of the datum design, that is 
W2=y. W 10 The production cost C2 of the alternative 
design is C2=y. W10 S20 
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If the second design is used rather than the first, the 
extra cost needed for the reduction in weight, which defines 
the value VD of the detail exchange rate, is given by 
02 - C1 y. S2-S1 
VD '"`ý W1-w2 "4 ---f -- y (2.26) 
Hence if the global exchange rate value VG is greater than 
ýhe detail exchange rate value VD, it is worth incorporating 
the lighter, more expensive structure in the aircraft in order 
to increase the airline's profit. 
The cost and weight values used in the detail exchange 
rate equation must be carefully specified, since the incor- 
poration of a component into a structure can influence the 
cost and weight variation of the structure as a whole, as is 
demonstrated in Chapter 10. 
ýThe component cost used in the detail exchange rate 
equation must include: 
i) the raw material cost of the component, 
ii) the prod-action cost of the component, 
iii) the variable cost of the complete structure d-ae to 
the inclusion of the component. 
The component weight used in the detail exchange rate 
equation miast include: 
i) the component weightv 
the variable-weight of, the complete structure due to 
the inclusion of the component. 
2.6 The Definition of the Merit Punction 
The merit function parameterp which was evolved by Alvey 
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Emero, 
(2 ) 
allows the relative performance of different systems, 
in terms of thecbgree of fulfilment of the design objective, 
to be compared. The merit function value X (lb. ) of the 
structure, having a weight W and a cost C, is defined as 
M=W+ VG (2.27) 
where W= component weight (Ib. ), as defined in 
section 2.5, 
C= component cost (9), as defined in section 
2.5. 
By definition, the minimum value of the merit function identi- 
fies the optimal structure. 
The application of the merit function parameter in the 
design process will be demonstrated for the following example: 
Suppose a component in aluminium, alloy weighs 200 lb., with 
a cost per unit weight of Z15/lb., giving a component cost of 
Z3000. The same component fabricated in titanium alloy weighs 
150 lb., has a cost per unit weight of Z40/lb., giving a 
component cost of C6000. 
The value VD of the detail exchange rate between the 
structures is given by equation (2.26), 
i. e. 
C2 6000 - 3000 = 960/lb. VD -WI W2 = -200 - 150 
The merit function value MA, for the aluminium alloy struc- 
ture is 
MA 200 + 3000 (lb. ) VG 
The merit function value 14, for the titanium alloy struc- 
ture is 
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M= 150 + 
6000 (lb. ) TvG 
At a global exchange rate value of Z60/lb., 
M= PI, = 250 (lb. ). A 
Thus the merit function analysis indicates structures having 
equal merit in terms of the degree of fulfilment of the design 
objective. At, a higher value of the global exchange ratel 
the merit function analysis predicts that the lightert more 
expensive structure will give the optimal solution, since 
M 3-s greater than MT when VG is greater than A VDO 
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TABLE 2.1 The specimen values used in the break-even 
exchange rate example presented in fig. 2.5. 
Seat mile charge C8 = ZO-055/mile 
Fuel cost per unit weight F = ZO. 011/lb. 
Growth factor G =4 
Combined constants (K 2+K3 = 1.7 
Structural weight constant K4 = 912/lb. 
Aircraft range RA 3000 mile 
Service life T 309000 hr. 
Time factor x 0.01 
Passenger weight, Wp 200 lb, 
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INTRODUCTION 
The analysis of the specimen structure was undertaken 
with two main objectives, as follows: 
i) to provide results of practical value, 
ii) to demonstrate the modus operandi of the design 
process presented in Part 1. 
The specimen structure was an essentially practical 
structure in concept, although several simplifications were 
introduced into the design model to ease the task of analysis. 
A's described in section 1.3, the design model prescribes 
the manner in which the system values are evaluated in order 
to allow the equitable comparison ýf different structural 
systems. The design model for the specimen structure was sub- 
divided into two section, as follows: 
i) the structural model, presented in Chapter 3, which 
specifies the geometric constraints to be applied to 
each structural system, 
ii) the cost model, presented in Chapter 4, which specifies 
the method of allocation of the cost elements to each 
structural system. 
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CHAPTBR 
TIM DEFINITION OF THE STRUCTURAL MODBL 
3.1 Introduction 
As defined in section 1.3. the structural model delimits 
the extent of the structural item under analysis and sets a 
series of geometric requirements to be satisfied by each 
structural system. 
The specimen structure chosen for optimisation was a 
cantilever box beam, which can be considered as an idealised 
aircraft wing. 
The loading system applied to the specimen structure 
consisted of compressive and tensile end loads, of magnitude 
N., applied to the upper and lower covers, respectively, by 
the maximum positive bending case. A negative bending case 
of half the positive case was considered. A shear load, of 
magnitude Vs, was applied to each spar. It was assumed that 
zero torque load was applied to the box bean section. 
Each structural system examined consisted of the follow- 
ing structural items: 
upper cover, 
lower cover, 
iii) front spar, 
iv) rear spar, 
v) transverse ribs. 
The dominant loadings in the upper and lower covers were 
the compressive and tensile end loads, respectivelyt due to 
the maximum positive bending case. Henceforth, the upper 
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cover will be termed the compression cover and the lower 
cover will be termed the tension cover. 
Each structural system had to satisfy certain geometric 
constraints prescribed by the structural model. The geometric 
constraints imposed were of three types, as follows: 
i) geometric constraints imposed on the external 
dimensions of the box beam, 
ii) geometric constraints imposed on the internal dimen- 
sions by the structural design equations, 
iii) geometric constraints imposed on the internal dimen- 
sions by producibility requirements. 
Each case will be examined in turn. 
3.2 The Specification of the External Dimensions 
In the interest of clarity,, it was decided to maintain 
the same-external dimensions of the box beam throughout 
the analysis. The external dimensions of the box beam were 
held constant at a span of 100 in., a chord of 50 in.,, and 
a depth of 15 in. The planform dimensions were chosen since 
they'approximate to a standard sheet size used in industry. 
The dimensions represent a cantilever box planform 
aspect ratio of 2 and a box thickness/chord ratio of 0.3. 
In general, the torsion box of a wing occupies approximately 
half of the wing chord. Hence the box beam was'commensurate 
with a wing having a thickness/chord ratio of approximately 
-15 per cent. Subsonic civil aircraft have wing thickness/chord 
ratios in the range of 10 to 18 per cent, generally. 
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3.3 The Structural Design Equations 
The following structural design equations imposed a set 
of geometric constraints on each structural system, which 
ensured that a system capable of carrying the design loading 
without failure was obtained. 
The structural design equations make use of the efficiency 
factor form of structural analysis due to Farrar. 
(13) 
The 
equations are applicable to any type of wide column structure 
for which the requisite efficiency factor design charts 
are available. The design charts, which specify the dimensions 
of Z stringer-stiffened covers(13) and L stringer-stiffened 
covers, 
(14) 
are presented in figs. 
'3.1 
and 3.2, respectively. 
The following assumptions are made in the analysis: 
i) the compression cover is considered as a wide col umn 
simply supported by the transverse ribs, hence wide 
column theory may be used to determine the cover 
thickness, 
ii) buckling of the cover is coinc ident with cover failure, 
iii) the ribs, which are of stiffened web construction, 
satisfy wide column theory, in order that stability 
failure of the ribs, when subjected to the Brazier 
loads introduced by bending of the wing, may be 
examined, 
iv) the, spars carry the total shear load andprovide 
negligible edge restraint to the cover. 
The structural design equations governing the main 
structural components are now presented. 
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3.3.1 Compression cover and ribs 
The compression cover is designed to an applied 
compressive loading per unit width, Nx, which cor- 
responds to the maximum positive bending case. 
The ribs are designed to an applied compressive 
loading per unit width, NR, due to the bending of the 
wing under the applied moment M=Nx. d. 
From fig. 3.3 
NR =2. Ný sin (9/2) 
i. e. NR = Nx .a R 
Nxd 
tcd2 /2 
From bending theory, MB Y 1`2 IRK 
Thus R=B- tc .d 
2. NX 
2 
000 NR 2-- 
2. a. Nx 
tc. d 
The following design cases are applicable to 
the compression cover and the ribs. In each case the 
relevant quantities are presented in non-dimensional 
orm. 
Minimum gauge cover 
This condition applies in the o*utboard wing 
section. The rib spacing a is arranged to 
cause failure by panel buckling and is 
obtained from the thickness equation derived 
by Farrar(13): 
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NX 
(3.2) 
since tC-;: tc min, 
t=tc min .F20B c min NX (3-3) 
The weight per unit planform area W of 
the compression cover and ribs is 
Wp. (t +1. t) caR (3-4) 
Minimum gauge ribs 
With tt and substituting for RR min' . 
a from (3.3) the weight/unit planform area 
is 
w+ cl .Nx* tR min 
p. t32 c min tc min ,FE (3-5) 
Rib thickness tR tR min 
tR 
tR min (3.6) 
StabilitV failure of ribs 
If the ribs are, considered as a stiffened 
web of efficiency FR the rib thickness 
tR obtained by applying equation (3.2) is 
tNR R FR -*E 
from equation (3-1)v 
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tRNx2a 
FR, P. '/ tc (3-7) 
Since tctc 
min, 
ol ttRF2. 
tcmn NX 
R min 
FR ' tR min EL-ý4 
11 
(3.8) 
Weight per unit area W ='-p . 
(t +-t caR 
W 2ý dN 3/2 
ptc min Fo FR B32tc 
(3-9) 
c. Strength failure of ribs 
If designed to the yield stress, the rib 
thickness tR is 
tR=(! 
j 
A 
0- 
c 
substituting-for NR from (3-3) gives 
tR2. a Ný 
2 
7-. tcd. a-c (3-10) 
Since tc=tc 
min-' substituting for a 
from (3-3) gives 
tR2. Nx tc 
min .F2 tR 
min d. o -C .tR min 
-1 (3-11) 
Since weight per unit area W=p.. (t +2. t CaR 
applying equations (3-3) and (3-11) gives 
. 0. wI=1+2. Ný 
2 
p. t c min crý .tc MiR (3-12) 
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The maximum loading for the minimum gauge 
cover cases occurs when the cover yield 
stress is reached, 
e. 0- 
Nx 
tc 
min 
Hence these cases are only applicable for 
values of the loading coefficient 
1T 
x< 
, 3, c - 
tc 
min (3-13) 
3.3-1.2 Cover thickness fixed by stability require- 
ments 
In this case the cover thickness is varied 
to satisfy equation (3.2), 
a Nx i. e. tc=1, 
,/ E 
Minimimn gauge ribs 
Rib thickness tR=tR 
min' 
i. e. 
tR 
tR 
min (3-14) 
Weiglit per unit area W is 
W=pa. Nýc +t FEaR min 
The optimum rib spacing is found by differ- 
entiating with respect to a to obtain the 
minimum veightt giving 
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a222 
t0 =(4 
F. d. tR 
min 0B 
c min Nx. tc miA (3-15) 
To obtain the minimum weight_ Wo, substitute 
a= aop 
w0=1.5 2. Nx d. tR 
]Ein) 
p. tc min E. : ý2 t3 c min 
(3-16) 
b. Stability failure of ribs - 
Rib thickness tR is given by equation 
e. tR= 
NX 
tca FR .E 
Weight per unit area W is 
/a 
Nx 
+d. t R) Wp. 
CF 
OE 
K (3-17) 
The optimum rib spacing a0 is found by 
differentiating with respect to a to 
obtain the minimum weight, giving 
23 2/5 a9F 0Nx 
tC -2. F ET te 
MiR/2) c min 
FR Rý (3.18) 
To obtain the minimum weight W0. substitute 
a= a0. 
i. e. 
wo 9 . 
-d 2 Nx3,1/5 
.P- 
tc 
min 
(2 
.FR21 B3 F2. tc MiR) 
. 
(1 (3-19) 
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From (3.2), (3-7) and (3-18) rib thickness 
for minimum weight is: 
tR 12 .Nx4. F4 . d) 
1/5 
t46 R min E. Fl, .tR min5 (3.20) 
c. Strength failure of ribs 
Rib thickness tR is given by equation (3-IO)t 
tR2. a. Nx 
2 
B. tc. d. O-c 
The optimum rib spacing is found by differ- 
entiating (3-17) witli respect to a to 
obtain the minimum weight, giving 
a02* Nx .F2 
t 
c min 
Cc * tc min (3.21) 
To obtain the minimum weight W0, s-abstitute 
a 
w0 23/2 Nx 
P-tc min Et . cr t cc min (3.22) 
Rib thickness for minimum weight is 
3/2 22 
tR 2. Ný F 
tR 
min B-ý .d. 0-3/2 t 0R min (3.23) 
The cases where the cover thiclmess is fixed 
by stability requirements are only applicable 
for values of the weight coefficient 
w0 
tc 
min (3.24) 
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3.3-1.3 Cover thickness fixed bV strength requirements 
At high values of the applied loading the cover 
yield stress may be reached. If designed to 
the yield stress, the cover thickness is 
given by 
t NX 
O-C (3.25) 
To determine the rib spacing a, equate 
equation (3.25) to equation (3.2), 
i. e. a 
Nx .B. F2 
tc 
min 0-2 .t c. c min (3.26) 
Minimum gauge ribs 
Rib thickness tR=tR 
min 
i. e. 
tR 
tR 
min (3.27) 
Weight per unit area W is given by 
2 
w Ný +dc 
tR 
min 
T. t (7, F2 -tc min c min 
tc 
min Nx .E. 
(3.28) 
b. Stability failure of ribs 
Rib thickness t. is found by substituting 
for a and tc in eqnation (3-7), 
tR 2-ý . Nx F 
R min FR- Bý- .0c7. tR min (3.29) 
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Weight per unit area W is given by 
w Nx +d 
tc 
min ac- * 
te 
min 
FR * tc min 
3)ý 
c 
E'c (3-30) 
Strenkth failure of'ribs 
Rib, thiclmess tR is found by substituting 
for a and tc in equation (3-10)v 
i. e. 
tR2* Nx 2eF2 
t2 R min d Ob c 
tR 
min (3-31) 
Weight per unit area W is given by 
W Nx 
.(i+ 
2) 
T. to 
min 
tc-min' 
cE (3-32) 
The cases where the cover thickness is fixed 
by strength requirements are only applicable 
for values of the weight coefficient 
W0 
P- tc min (3-33) 
3.3.2 Tension cover 
The tension cover is designed to three loading 
cases: 
a. Maximum tensile loading Nx for the positive 
bending case. 
b. Fatigue failure due to the oscillatory loading 
experienced in practice. To cater for this case 
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the cover is designed to a reduced stress level 
0-. 
co Negative bending case caiasing the lower cover to 
experience a compressive loading. A negative 
loading of half the positive loading is assumed, 
Tq I'- i. e. x/ 2, 
A mini-mum gauge constraint is applied to the tension 
cover. The following equations define the tension 
cover weight: 
3.3.2.1 Minimum gauge case 
The tension cover weight/unit area W, is 
WT=p. tc 
min* 
wT 
te min (3-34) 
A loading coefficient based on Cr will be c 
adopted, hence replacing 0t with 0 ct 
where 0-t/(Zr 
c 
This case is only applicable for values of 
the loading coefficient , 
Nx<1, i. e. 
Ný 
< Yl 
c min cc min (3-35) 
3.3.2.2 Maximum tensile stress case 
The tension cover weight/unit area WT is 
WTP- K2 *Nx 
where K2 = weight penalty factor due to 
rivet holes in the cover. 
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i. e. 
wT 
p. tc 
This case is 
the loading 
Nx 
tc 
K2 NX 
min Crt 
tc 
min (3-36) 
only applicable for values of 
coefficient 
> 
min 
i. e. Nx I >- K 
"-c -c min (3-37) 
3.3.2.3 Fatigue case 
For the fatigue case the tension cover is 
designed to a reduced stress level f 
011 
where /g- =K C 3* 
The weight/unit area W. of the tension 
cover is 
wT 
p. tc min 
This case is 
the loading 
Nx 
. 
tc 
K2*Nx 
Cr f* tc min (3-38) 
only applicable for values of 
coefficient 
> 
min , 
Ný 
3 O-C tc min (3-39) 
07 if a function of the number of cycles f 
applied by particular types of loading., It 
is assumed that there is one critical type 
of loading which produces the majority of 
the fatigue damage. 
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is the allowable stress level to prevent 
fatigue failure from this source, and is 
much lower, than the ultimate tensile strength 
of the material. 
For this case, Nx is the end loading in the 
wing covers corresponding to this critical 
fatigue loading case (instead of the maximum 
positive or negative bending loading cases 
used previously). 
As the eq: uations use N. based on the maxi- 
mum positive bending case then () f must be 
factored by the ratio 
Nx (max. positive bending case) K 
NX (fatigue loading caseT- 
where O-f =X5. (7f 
1 
3.3.2.4 Negative bending case 
In the negative bending case there are two c on- 
siderations depending on whether the cover 
thickness is fixed by stability or strength 
requirements. 
a. Cover thickness fixed by stability requirements 
The thickness of the cover is given by equation 
(3.2) with N. replaced by 
Ný 
/2 
N 
i. e. t z- 
/ 
77 v 
ý2 
.x 
where a0 is the rib spacing which gives the 
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minimum compression cover and rib weight 
compatible with the design requirements. 
. *. The tension cover weight/unit area WT 
is 
WT N 
p-F. tc min 
E 3.40) 
This case is only applicable for values of 
the weight coefficient 
WT- 
>i 
p .. 
tc min (3-41) 
It is assumed that the tension and compression 
covers are designed to the same value of 
efficiency factor. However, if the operative 
design case for the lover cover is not the 
negative bending case, the lowest value of 
the tension cover efficiency factor F,, which 
still satisfies the negative bending case 
3.3-2.4 (a) is 
Fa Nx Tt 0 cT 2E (3-42) 
where t tension cover thickness given by c 
the operative design case. 
b. Cover thickness fixed by compressive strength 
requirements 
The cover thiclmess tC Nx 
2. crc 
, *, The weight/unit area WT of the tension 
cover is 
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wT NX 
p. tc min 
2 Oc- ,tc min (3-43) 
This case is only applicable for values of 
the loading coefficient 
Nx> 
'ýc min c, (3-44) 
In generai b is covered by the maximum 
tensile stress case 3.322, since the negative 
bending case has a loading of half the tensile 
O'c 
loading, whereas normally /Crt > 
3.3.3 Spars 
The total shear force applied to the idealised wing 
is carried by two spars. The influence of any torque 
applied to the wing would be to increase the load in 
one spar and to-reduce the load in the other. In the box 
beam analysis an equal shear load Vs in each spar was 
assumed. 
Each spar consisted of top and bottom spar booms 
and a spar web stiffened by vertical stiffeners. The 
operative rib pitch, specified by the structural design 
equations of section 3.3-1, imposed a constraint on the 
pitch of the spar web stiffeners, since the rib pitch was 
arranged as an integer multiple of the stiffener pitch. 
(15) 
An existing computer program based on the method 
of diagonal tension analysis presented in ref. 16, was 
'atilised to expedite the evaluation of the spar weights. 
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Poxther details of the computer program are presented 
in section A1.2 of appendix 1. 
3.3.4 The interpretation of the structural design 
equations 
The operative criteria specifying theinternal 
dimensions of the box beam were determined in the 
following manner: 
i) the rib thickness t RI for a given loading, 
had to be equal to the greatest thickness 
required for any individiial case 3.3-1.1 to 
3.3.1 .3t 
ii) the normalised rib pitch ta had to be 
c min 
greater than 1 for theoretical considerationp 
and greater than 300 for production considera- 
tions, the latter value being dependent on the 
value of tc min' 
iii) the compression cover thickness tcc had to 
be equal to the greatest thicImess required 
for any individual case 3.3-1.1 to 3.3-1-39 
iv) the tension cover thickness to T had to be equal 
to the greatest thickness required for any indi- 
vidual case 3.3.2.1 to 3.3.2-4. 
The manner in which the operative design cases, 
governing the rib thickness, the rib pitch, the compres- 
sion cover thickness and the tension cover thicknesst 
vary with loading coefficient are illustrated in figs. 
3.4 to 3.7, respectively, for the aluminimum alloy 
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material values used in the analysis of the specimen 
structure. 
A comparison of the internal dimensions required 
by the aluminium alloy and titanium al I oy box beams to 
satisfy thetructural design equations are presented 
in figs. 3.8 to 3.11. The values used in the structural 
design equations, for the aluminium alloy and titanium 
alloy materials, are presented in Table 3.1. 
3.3.5 The determination of the cover geometry 
The structural design equations only indicate the 
generalised cover thickness 3ýecessary for structural 
integrity. In the formulation of practical designsg' 
the internal arrangement of the cover geometry, in 
terms of the dimensions of the skin and stringers, 
had to be known. 
The internal geometry was designed to satisfy 
two conditions, as follows: 
the skin and stringer dimensions were varied to 
satisfy the equation 
tc =t+A ST 
b (3-45) 
where tc = the cover thickness indicated by the 
operativecbsign case, 
skin thickness, 
AST = stringer area, 
stringer pitch, 
ii) the combination of stringer to skin thickness 
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ratio 
Ls 
and the stringer to skin area ratio t 
AST had to specify a design of the correct 
b. t 
efficiency factor value. A suitable arrangement 
of the cover geometry was obtained using the 
appropriate design chart for the cover'configura- 
tion, chosen from the design charts presented 
in figs. 3.1 and 3.2. 
3.4 The Geometric Constraints Imposed by Producibility 
Requirements 
Producibility considerations imposed certain constraints 
on the internal geometry of the structural configurations. 
For example, it was a basic requirement that each 
structural system should include upper and lower covers having 
flush finish to improve the aerodynamic performance of the 
idealised wing. If a cut-countersink riveted structure was 
envisaged, there was a minimum skin gauge in which a cut- 
countersink could be made, the value of which depended on the 
rivet, diameter and the rivet head angle. Hence the produc- 
tion method imposed a minimum gauge constraint on the skins 
of the upper and lower covers. 
Damage tolerance considerations when the aircraft is in 
service can also influence the minimum skin gauges used. 
Other constraints imposed by producibility requirements 
included minimum stringer pitches and minimum rib pitches to 
allow the access of the operator and his equipment. Further 
details of the producibility constraints imposed on the 
internal geometry, for specific production methods, are given 
in Chapter 5. 
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TABLE 3.1 Specimen values used in the structural design 
equations. 
Aluminium alloy Titanium alloy 
structural systems structural systems 
Modulus of elasticity 
2 6 1 6, 1 E (lb/in ) 0X 10 18 x 0 
0.1ýo Proof stress 
(Dr 2 c (lb/in ) 
47,000 130POOO 
Ultimate tensile stress 
at (lb/in 2) 60,000 147POOO 
Material density 
(lb/in3) 0.098ý 0.158 p 
Cover efficiency 
factor F o. 6 - 0.95 0.7 - 1.015 
Rib efficiency 0.5 0.5 factor FR 
Box bean depth 15 15 d (in) 
cover minimum gauge 
t 
min 
(in) 0.036 0.022 
c 
Rib minimum gauge 
tR 
min 
(in) 0.036 0.022 
Weight penalty factor 1 1 K2 
Fatigue stress factor 1 1 K3 
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CHAPTBR4 
THE DEFINITION OF THE COST MODEL 
4.1 Introduction 
An essential feature of the design process was the 
definition of a standardised cost model governing the alloca- 
tion of costs to each structural system. The cost model 
selected for the specimen structure allowed a realistic com- 
parison of the costs of alternative structural systems to be 
made. 
The cost C of each system consisted of the following 
cost elements: 
i) raw material cost CM. 9 
ii) production cost Op. comprising the direct 
labour cost plus the overhead allowance for 
the 200th production item, 
iii) production learning cost CIq to allow for 
the initial components which were more 
costly to produce, 
iv) tooling cost C T* 
Henceforth the term "unit cost" will represent the 
summation of these cost elements, where the unit cost 
0 is c=cm+cp+cL+CT 
4.2 The Composition of the First Cost of an Aircraft 
The price at which an airline purchases an aircraft 
from the manufacturer may be defined as the first cost of the 
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aircraft. Neglecting any profit, or loss, involved in the 
transaction, the first cost of an aircraft may be separated 
into the following cost categories incurred by the aircraft 
manufacturer: 
i) Variable costs: 
direct labour cost, 
raw material cost, 
bought out item cost, 
variable production overhead. 
ii) Fixed costs: 
fixed production overhead, 
company overhead. 
iii) Launching costs: 
research and development cost, 
design cost, 
tooling cost, 
sales cost, 
prodiaction learning cost. 
Fig. 4.1 presents a first cost breakdown for a typical 
civil subsonic aircraftt obtained from ref. 17, to illustrate 
the relationship between the cost elements. Since the total 
launching costs for a given aircraft project can, to a first 
approximation, be considered independent of the production 
quantity, the launching cost segment of the aircraft first 
cost is highly dependent on the proposed production quantity. 
A comparison of the cost elements of the unit cost with 
the aircraft first cost categorie's indicates several omissions 
and the re-grouping of certain cost elements, the reasons for 
which will now be detailed: 
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Bought out item cost 
Items not produced by the aircraft manufacturer, 
but purchased from outside suppliers, form a 
substantial proportion of the first cost. Typical 
bought out items include electrical, hydraulic 
and pneumatic systems, engines and furnishings. 
Since the analysis was confined to a structural 
optimisation, the cost of brought out items was 
omitted from the unit cost specified by the cost 
model. 
ii) The allocation of overheads 
Overheads can be considered in three categories, 
as follows: 
a) variable production overheads 
Variable production overheads comprise 
those costs which can be charged against 
specific processes, including the power 
consumption and depreciation costs of 
machines. 
b) fixed production overheads 
The fixed production overheads comprise 
those indirect costs, involved in produc- 
tion, which are difficult to allocate to 
specific processes. The dominant cost 
items forming the fixed production over- 
heads include heating and lighting costs, 
the factory rent, the cost of production 
control departments and the cost of the 
indirect materials involved in production, 
especially paperwork costs. 
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c) Company overheads 
Company overheads include the cost of 
rents, rates and insurance of general 
offices, the salaries of office workers, 
advertising and legal costs, and bank 
charges. 
A widely used method of fixed overhead alloca- 
tion involves the application of a fixed over-, 
head rate to the direct labour time expended on 
each production process, this being termed the 
18) direct labour hour rate method( 
In general, it is preferable to allocate the 
variable production overheads to the specific 
processes involved. However, it is common 
practice in industry to cover the variable 
production overbeads by increasing the direct 
labour hour rates and treating the variable 
overheads as part of the fixed overheads, 
because of the difficulty of determining appro- 
priate variable rates. 
The above method of overhead allocation was used 
in the cost model becau6e of the lack of informa- 
tion on variable rates. A total overhead rate of 
350 per cent was applied to the direct labour 
time of each process, giving an absolute cost 
of F, 3 per direct labour hour, at 1970 cost values. 
The overhead rate of 350 per cent emphasises the 
great influence overheads have on determining 
the magnitude of production costs, the above 
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values being typical for the aircraft industry 
at the present time. 
Launching costs 
With the exception of production learning costs 
and tooling costs, which will be dealt with sep- 
arately, it was assumed that each design concept 
had received the requisite amount of launching 
cost funding to bring them to the stage of being 
producible using the production schemes detailed 
in Chapter 5, prior to the commencement of the 
cost analysis. This approach was adopted because 
of the difficulty of determining variable launch- 
ing costs applicable to the different design 
concepts. 
In general launching costs are a function of 
aircraft size, technological innovation and 
complexity. 
4.3 The Composition of the Unit Cost 
As defined by equation (4.1), the unit cost 0 of each 
system is 
c0p+ CL +cT (4.1) 
Each element of the unit Cost will now be discussed. 
4.3.1 The specification of the material cost 
The material cost C14C of each structural com- 
ponent included in a system is 
cs 
.wc 
Cm. 
c 
UF 
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where CMc = component material cost (F, ), 
uF= material utilisation factor, 
C raw material cost per unit weight 
(E/lb), 
Wc component weight (lb. ). 
(4.2) 
The total material cost CM for the system is given by 
the sunmation of the component material costs C Mc 
The material utilisation factor, which is an 
important factor in equation (4.2), expresses the per- 
centage of the basic raw material remaining in the 
finished structural item. The efficiency of utilisa- 
tion of the material is highly dependent on the produc- 
tion method employed. For example, an integrally stif- 
fened skin, machined from a billet, may have a material 
utilisation factor of 10 per cent, or less. A utilisa- 
tion factor of only 7 per cent was achieved for the 
example of the skin plank quoted in ref. 19. Typical 
values of the material utilisation factor for aluminium 
alloy built up structures range from 20 to 50 per cent. 
In this study a utilisation factor of 50 per cent 
was applied to both aluminium alloy and titanium alloy 
structural systems. This figure is representative of 
present day structures subjected to careful production 
design. 
The raw material cost per unit weight values used 
in the analysis were based on quotations issued by the 
leading suppliers of raw materials to the aircraft 
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industry. Care was taken to reflect the variations 
of material cost per unit weight with changes in 
material gauge. 
The cost of titanium alloy material has been reduced 
considerably over the last decade and will probably be 
subjected to further cost reductions in the near future, 
with the advent of new material production techniques 
to meet an increasing demand. Hence it is very diffi- 
cult to determine titanium alloy material costs which 
are applicable over any period of time. 
The aluminium alloy and titanium alloy material 
cost per unit weight values used in the analysis are 
presented on Table 4.1. 
4.3.2 The specification of the production cost 
The production cost of each structural system was 
composed of the direct labour cost plus a proportion 
of the total overheads. 
A series of production cost equations were evolved 
to facilitate the evaluation of the direct labour time 
required to produce each structural system. As des- 
cribed in section 4.2, a cost of 93 per direct labour 
hour was applied to the direct labour time to give the 
production cost. 
The production cost equations were based on the 
dominant operations of the relevant production method 
described in Chapter 5, with appropriate scale factors 
being applied to give realistic costs. The process of 
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solving the production cost equations was expedited 
by the development of computer programs to undertake 
the task. The production cost equations, together 
with the appropriate computer program listings and 
the values of the parameters used in the equations, 
are presented in Appendix 2. 
The values of the production process rates were 
based on the values experienced in industry. The 
production rates were quoted for the 200 
th 
production 
item, when the learning curve had flattened out. 
The method of allocating the learning costs incurred 
by items up to the 200 
th 
will*be defined in the next 
section. 
4.3.3 The specification of the production learning cost 
It is an accepted principle in the aircraft industry 
that the time taken to produce structural items decreases 
with increasing production quantity. This phenomenon 
is known as the learning effect and its influence on 
aircraft production costs was first studied by 
T. P. Wright. 
(20) 
Important factors which give rise to the reduction 
in production cost with increasing production quantity 
include: 
i) job familiarisation of the operatives due to the 
repetition of operations, 
ii) improvement in production methods, program plan- 
ning and production nanagement, 
iii) an improved parts supply system, 
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iv) development of more efficient tooling. 
The cost C of producing the n 
th item is 
n 
defined by the unit learning curve equation 
(21) 
as 
log 
en 
Cn C11r 
log 
e2 
(4-3) 
where C the production cost of the first 
item (9), 
r learning factor. 
In this study a learning factor r having a 
value of 0.8 was assumed. The variation of cost with 
production quantity for the aýove learning factor value 
is presented in fig. 4.2. 
As mentioned in section 4.3.2, the production 
rates used in this investigation were based on the 200 
th 
production item. The shaded area of fig. 4.2 represents 
th 
the learning costs incurred by items up to the 200 
This additional cost due to learning was treated as 
a launching cost and was apportioned equally between 
the 200 items, in the following manner: 
The total additional cost CA due to learning is 
n1 log en 
log 
enI 
CAfC10r 
log 
e2. dn -n1, Cr 
log 
e2 
1 (4-3) 
The sol-ation of the integral of eqnation (4.3), 
presented in appendix 4, gives the tdal additional 
cost dije to learning as 
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log 
enn 
log 
e2 
CA log 
er 
log 
e2 
log 
en 
log 
e2 
(4-4) 
The learning cost CL per item is 
log 
enn1 
log 2 
C 
Ck C, .n. r 
Ln log 
er 
L log e2 
log 
enI 
Cr 
log 
e2 
(4-5) 
For a learning factor r of 0.8 and an nj value 
of 200 items, the learning cost CL per item given by 
equation (4.5) is 
CL=0.0795 - C, (4.6) 
The learning cost CL Per item, expressed in 
terms of the production cost C200 of the 200th item, 
is given by substituting equation (4-3) in (4.6), where 
CL = 0.44 - C200 (4-7) 
Using the result given in equation (4-7). the 
production cost element of the unit cost for each design 
was increased by 44 per cent to allow for production 
learning costs. 
4.3.4 The specification of the tooling cost 
The costs of the jigs and tools required to produce 
an airframe are influenced by many factors. The planned 
aircraft production quantity determines the level of 
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sophistication of the tooling to be adopted. Tooling 
of great sophistication may help to reduce the produc- 
tion time a component spends in a jig, at the expense 
of an increased tooling cost. 
The time a component spends in a jig imposes a 
constraint on the production rate which the jig is 
capable of sustaining. If a jig cannot achieve the plan- 
ned rate of production, duplication of jigs may have 
to be undertaken, with the resulting tooling cost 
increases, to avoid delays in the airframe production 
program. Thus the rate of production, as well as the 
total number planned, affects the tooling costs. 
Tooling costs were amortised over the planned 
production quantity of 200 items specified in the cost 
model. It was assumed that all jigs and tools were 
capable of sustaining a rate of production of 2 items 
per month. 
The estimates of the jig and tool costs for the 
aluminium. alloy structures, were developed with the 
assistance of the Tooling Cost Estimating Department 
of Hawker Siddeley Aviation Ltd. The estimates covered 
the cost of tooling for detail manufacture, including 
drill bars and rubber press tools, sub assembly tooling, 
including tack riveting fixtures, and the final assembly 
tooling, comprising the fixture in which the box beams 
were completed. 
The exact tooling requirements of the titanium 
alloy systems were difficult to ascertain. For this 
reason, the tooling cost estimates for the titanium 
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alloy systems were developed by applying a relative 
cost factor to the estimates for the aluminium, alloy 
systems. A relative cost factor having a value of 3, 
as recommended in ref. 11, was used. 
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0HAPTER 
A DESCRIPTION OF THE ALTERNATIVE STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS 
5.1 Introduction 
The design process was used to compare alternative 
structural systems made from two structural materials and 
employing various production methods. 
As an example of existing airframe construction tech- 
niques, structural systems of riveted construction and 
employing aluminium alloy material, were examined. 
A titanium alloy structural system of welded construe- 
tion was analysed to determine if any economic benefits 
were to be gained by resorting to new materials and new 
production methods for airframe applications. The term Itnewl' 
is used relative to the accepted practices of the present 
time, where aluminium alloy is the dominant structural 
material and mechanical fastening is the usual method of 
attachment for most aircraft structures. 
A description of the producibility constraints imposed, 
the production method employed, and the physical character- 
istics of each structural system, is now given. The 
nomenclature used in the production method descriptions 
for the component parts of the specimen structure is defined 
in fig. 5.1. 
5.2 The Aluminium. Alloy Structural Systems 
The properties of the aluminium. alloy material used in 
the weight analysis are given in Table 3.1. 
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The aluminium alloy structural systems investigated were 
of all-riveted construction and consisted of the following 
component parts: 
i) upper and lower covers having skins stabilised by 
Z section stringers, 
ii) front and rear spars having angle section booms 
and webs stiffened by angle section stiffenersq 
iii) transverse ribs having flat webs stiffened by Z 
section stiffeners. 
The producibilitY requirements 
The stringers were attached to the skins of the 
upper and ýower covers using countersink head rivets 
to satisfy the design requirement, introduced in 
section 3.4, demanding a flush finish. 
A minimum gauge of 18 s. w. g. is required for the 
use of cut-countersinking of skins to accommodate 
diameter rivets. At low values of the applied end 
loading the structural design equations of section 
3.3 may indicate a skin thickness less than this 
minimum value. For example, in the case of an 
aluminium alloy cover having the maximum efficiency 
factor value of 0.95 attainable from the Z stringer 
configuration, the critical loading value is 5640 lb/in 
for the design values presented in Table 3.1. 
Producible cover designs may be achieved at load 
levels below the critical loading level by: 
Chemically etching an 18 s. w. g. skin to the 
required thickness and leaving lands for the 
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attachment of the stringers using cut-countersink 
techniques. The introduction of lands leads to 
a weight penalty compared to the ideal structure. 
ii) B mploying spin dimpling to achieve a flush finish 
without the weight penalty of the stringer land 
The following producibility requirements were 
applied to all designs: 
i) the ribs were attached to the skins if the dis- 
tance x between stringers, illustrated in fig. 
5.2, was greater than 1.5 in., 
ii) for riveted attachment to the skin, a minimum 
value of 0.5 in. for the lower flange width 
of aZ stringer was assumed, 
iii) minimum and maximum values of 0.5 in. and 1.5 
in., respectively, were assumed for the rivet 
spacing, with the spacing being determined by 
inter-rivet buckling considerations and by the 
applied load per inch, 
iv) the number of ribs n per box beam was given 
by 
1 
n= 1+- a (5.1) 
where I= box bean length (in. ), 
and a= optimal rib pitch given by the 
structural design equations 
of section 3.3 (in. ). 
An integer number of ribs was not fixed since this 
would unfairly bias certain cases, being solely depend- 
ent on the box length assumed in the analysis. 
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Aluminium alloy structural systems of four design 
types were examinedý, -as follows: 
i) the basic design, which employed automatic 
riveting of the covers, was operative above the 
critical loading value, 
ii) the chemically etched design, which utilised the 
same production method as the basic design, was 
operative below-the critical loading valuev 
iii) the spin dimpled design was operative below 
the critical loading-value, 
iv) the component part, consisting of the compression 
cover and rib elements of the complete structure, 
which was examined in the sensitivity analysis 
detailed in Chapter 10. 
The production method employed for each type of 
aluminium alloy structural system is now described. 
5.2.2 The production method for the basic design of 
aluminium alloy structural system 
The production cost element of the unit cost was 
based on a manufacturing method which employed the 
following stages: 
i) the detail manufacture stage 
The skins of the panels and the ribs, the 
stringers of panels 1 and 2, the spar boom 
angles, the spar web stiffeners and the rib 
stiffeners were cut to size. The stringers 
and stiffeners, which were to be automatically 
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riveted in the sub assembly stage, had one 
tenth of the rivet positions pre-drilled in 
readiness for the tack riveting operation. 
The items, which were to be manually- riveted 
in the sub assembly stage, had all rivet 
positions pre-drilled. 
Stringer cut-outs were routed in the rib 
blanks and the rib webs were pressed on 
a rubber press. 
Usually, thestructural design equations 
indicated panel 1 and 2 skin thickness of 
non standard gauges for those structural 
systems having covers with the maximum 
efficiency configurations. The chemical 
etching of standard sheets was undertaken 
to achieve the requisite skin thickness 
for maximum structural efficiency. This 
case differed from the design type described 
in section 5.2-3, since no weight penalty 
was involved. 
ii) the sub-assembly stage 
The stiffeners for the skins of panels 1,2, 
3 and for the rib webs were attached using a 
Drivmatic automatic riveting machine. These 
items were manually tack riveted in a sub 
assembly fixture before transfer to the 
Drivmatic machine for the automatic riveting 
process. In the tack riveting process the 
items were positioned, drilled off and pegged 
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up progressively. The pegs were then removedv 
the items deburred and countersunk, if applic- 
able, and protective treatment was applied. 
The items were re-positioned, pegged up and 
manually riveted, the pegs being removed prog- 
ressively as the riveting proceeded. 
The tack riveted assemblies were automatically 
riveted using the Drivmatic machine, which 
automatically drills and countersinks the hole, 
inserts and forms the rivet at a rate which is 
dependent on stock thickness, material type and 
rivet diameter. 
iii) the final assembly stage 
Panels 1,2t 3 and the ribs were positioned in 
the final assembly fixture. The rib flange holes, 
spar boom holes, stringer cleat holes and spar 
web stiffener holes were drilled off. The items 
were removed, deburred, and countersunk, if 
applicable, then cleaned, treated, re-positioned 
and riveted up complete. Two coats of protec- 
tive treatment were applied to the assembly 
and the joints were fillet sealed to give a 
fuel-tight final assembly. 
Panel 4 was positioned to the riveted assembly, 
and the spar boom holes and web stiffener holes 
were drilled off. The panel was removed, 
deburred, cleanedv treated, re-positioned and 
riveted up using blind rivets. Fillet sealing 
was carried out in the panel 4 area when the 
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assembly had been removed from the fixture. 
5.2.3 Theproduction method for the chemically etched 
design 
Although chemical etching of the covers was 
employed in certain instances for the designs described 
in sections 5.1.2 and 5.1-4, the structural systems 
of the chemically etched design type differed from 
systems of other design types in that a weight 
penalty existed relative to the ideal structure, due 
to the lands left for the attachment of stringers and 
ribs. The resu-Iting form of the stringer lands is 
illustrated on fig. 5.3. Depending on the skin thick- 
ness indicated by the structural design equations, 
chemical etching of the skins of one or both covers 
had to be undertaken. 
The production method employed for the chemically 
etched design was the same as for the basic design 
described in section 5.2.2, with the inclusion of the 
chemical etch operation in the detail manufacture 
stage. 
5.2.4 The production method for the spin dimpled design 
Structural systems of the spin dimpled type employed 
spin dimpling as the countersinking method to achieve 
the requisite flush finish. The production costs were 
based on a manufacturing method employing the following 
stages: 
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i) the detail manufacture stage 
The detail stage was basically the same as in the 
production method description given in section 
5.2.2. However, the use of manual rivetingp 
rather than automatic rivetingfor the attach- 
ment of stringers to panels I and 2 required more 
pre-drilling and deburring of stringers. 
Generally the structural design equations dictated 
panel I and 2 skin thicknesses of non standard 
gauge for the maxim-um efficiency configurations. 
The requisite thicknesses were achieved by 
chemically etching standard gauge sheets. 
However, the spin dimpled designs did not suffer 
from a weight penalty. 
ii) the sub-assembly stage 
The stiffeners for the skin of panel 3 and for 
the rib webs were attached using the automatic 
riveting process described in section 5.2.2. 
The holes in the stringers and skins of panels 1 
and 2 and in the rib flanges were drilled off in 
a sub-assembly fixture. 
The skin, stringer and rib flanges were spin 
dimpled and the stringers were attached to the 
skins using countersink rivets to form complete 
panel assemblies. 
iii) the final assembly stage 
Panels 1,2,3 and the ribs were positioned in 
the final assembly fixture. The spar boom holes, 
spar web stiffener holes and the stringer cleat 
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holes were drilled off. The items were removed, 
deburred, cleaned, treated, re-positioned and 
riveted up complete. The rib flanges were counter- 
sink riveted to the skins of panels I and 2. 
The attachment of panel 4 to the assembly and 
the application of sealing compound followed the 
procedure described in section 5.2.2. 
5.2.5 The production method for a component part of the 
specimen structure 
An important aspect of the research program was the 
examination of the sensitivity'of the selection process 
to the degree of structural completeness. The analysis 
of a structural component of the specimen structurep 
namely the-compression cover and rib elements, formed 
a major part-of this investigation. 
The production cost of the structural component 
was based. on a manufacturing method which employed the 
following stages: 
i) the detail manufacture stage 
Items of the structural component common to 
the complete structure underwent the operations 
of detail manufacture described in section 
5.2.2. 
At load levels below the critical loading value, 
the required skin thickness of the cover was 
obtained by chemically etching a standard gauge 
skin and leaving lands for stringer and rib attach- 
ment, as described in section 5.2.3. 
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ii) the sub-assembly stage 
The stiffeners for the skin of the cover and 
for the rib webs were attached using a Drivmatic 
automatic riveting machine. These items had one 
tenth of the holes manually tack riveted in a 
sub-assembly fixture, before being transferred 
to the Drivmatic machine for the insertion of 
the remaining 90 per cent of the total rivets 
by the automatic process described in section 
5.2.2. 
iii) the final assembly stage 
The ribs were attached to the compression cover 
by riveting through the rib flange and the com- 
pression cover skin and through the rib cleats 
and the webs of the compression cover stringers. 
The final assembly stage was performed in the 
sub-assembly fixture to which rib boards were 
attached for the location of the ribs. This 
removed the need for a separate final assembly 
fixture and so reduced the tooling cost of the 
structural component relative to the tooling cost 
of the specimen structure. 
5.3 The Titanium Alloy Structural Systems 
Recently titanium alloys have found increasing applications 
in aircraft structures. Two factors have given rise to this 
enthusiasm for titanium alloy as a structural material: 
i) The kinetic heating effects, experienced by aircraft 
having cruising speeds greater than a Mach number of 2.5. 
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exclude the use of aluminium alloy for airframes due 
to the degradation of material properties. Titanium 
alloy, however, - retains its properties over a greater 
temperature range than aluminium alloy, as is illustrated 
in fig. 5.4 for the variation of ultimate tensile stress 
with temperature 
ý22) 
- 
The Anglo-French Concorde supersonic transport relies 
on aluminium alloy as the structural material, since it 
has a cruise Mach number of 2.01, whereas the now defunct 
American supersonic transport study, the Boeing 2707, 
had a design Mach number of 2.7 and was designed 
mainly in titanium alloy material. 
ii) Titanium alloy can provide substantial savings in struc- 
tural weight at high values of the load level relative 
to aluminium, alloy, as is illustrated in fig. 3.10 for 
the variation of compression cover weight. This is an 
important consideration in a weight conscious applica- 
tion, providing the cost penalty incurred is not too 
severe. 
It was with its increasing popularity in mind that titan- 
ium alloy was chosen as the structural material to be 
compared with the dominant structural material in use 
today, aluminium alloy. The comparison was restricted to 
the material properties experienced in room temperature 
conditions, as presented in Table 3.1. 
Structural systems of welded construction were investi- 
gated, since titanium alloys are readily weldable and 
yield good quality welcý- The advantages of using a 
welded titanium alloy structure are as follows: 
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i) welded structures are lighter than mechanically 
fastened structures, due to the reduction or 
elimination of joint weights, 
ii) welded structures are structurally more sound than 
structures employing mechanical fastenersq due to 
the absence of stress raising holes, 
iii) it is possible to obtain leak proof structures by 
seam welding at the fuel tank boundaries. 
The titanium alloy structural systems consisted of the 
following component parts: 
i) lapper and lower covers having skins stabilised 
by L section stringers, in the manner illus- 
trated in fig. 5.5t 
ii) front and rear spars having angle section booms 
andwebs stiffened by angle section stiffeners, 
iii) transverse ribs having flat webs stiffened by 
L section stiffeners. 
5.3.1 The production method for the titanium alloy 
structural systems 
A method of producing the titanium alloy structures 
was devised in the light of existing knowledge. However, 
the lack of precise information on the production of 
full size structures in titanium alloy made the production 
cost, which was based on this production method, suscept- 
ible to considerable variations. The proposed production 
method employed the following stages: 
i) the detail manufacture stage 
The skins of the panels and the ribs, the stringers 
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of panels 1 and 2, the spar boom angles, the spar 
stiffeners and the rib stiffeners were cut to 
size. 
The stiffeners and spar booms of panel 4 were pre- 
drilled and deburred to cater for the riveted 
attachment of panel 4 to the assembly,. which gave 
a semi-acbessible design compared with a totally 
welded structure. 
Stringer cut outs were routed in the rib blanks 
and the rib webs were formed in, a press having 
heated dies. 
The chemical etching of standard sheets was under- 
taken to achieve the requisite skin thickness 
for panels 1 and 2 of these structural systems 
having covers with the maximum efficiency con- 
figurations. The cost of the chemical etch-opera- 
tion for the titanium alloy structures was'deter- 
mined by applying a relative cost factor having 
a value of 3, as recommended in ref. 11, to the 
estimates for the aluminium alloy systems. 
ii) the sub-assembly stage 
The stiffeners for the skins of panels 1,2Y 3 
and for the rib webs were attached -using the 
draw welding technique. The stringers and skin 
of each panel were rigidly clamped in a fixture 
to which tension was applied. The welding opera- 
tion was performed by plasma arc welding equipment 
using either fillet or burn-through weldingdepending 
on the material gauge being welded. The distorsion 
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of the panels caused by heating was minimised 
using this procedure. 
Prior to welding, the relevant areas were cleaned 
and had scale removed by means of a suitable 
treatment process. After welding, the panels 
were trued up in a combined hot sizing and stress 
relieving operation. 
The rear spar booms were attached to panel 4 and 
to the front spar booms, and the rib flange angles 
were attached to panels 1 and 2, using tungsten 
inert gas(T. I. G. ) welding equipment. 
iii) the final assembly stag; 
S 
Panels 1,2 and the ribs were clamped in the 
final assembly fixture and the rib webs were 
T. I. G. welded to the rib flange angles. The 
panel 4 stiffeners were clamped to the rib webs 
and to the upper and lower spar booms and were 
then T. I. G. welded in situ. The skin of panel 4 
was clamped to the main assembly and was back 
drilled through the pre-drilled holes of the 
stiffeners and the spar booms, access being 
gained through the open panel 3 area. The clamp- 
ing pegs were removed and the items were debur- 
red. 
The next step in the final assembly sequence 
involved the attachment of panel 3 to the main 
assembly. When panel 3 had been siaitably clamped 
in position, it was T. I. G. welded to panels 1 and 
2 and to the ribs, access being gained thro-ugh 
the open panel 4 area. 
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The remaining operation was the attachment of 
panel 4 to the assembly to complete the bo'x 
structure. Sealant was applied, in the""relevant 
areas to give a leak proof structure. The skin 
of panel 4 was pegged in position and was attached 
-using blind rivets, the pegs being removed progres- 
sively. 
,, 
In the,, production method given above it was 
assumed that welding apparatus, capable of per- 
forming the tasks outlined, existed. In, all 
welding operations it was assumed that prior to 
the commencement of welding the relevant areas 
underwent suitable cleaning and treatment processes, 
and after welding operations suitable inspection 
of the weld quality was undertaken. 
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CHAPTBR6 
THE PRESENTATION OF THE SYSTEM VALUES 
6.1 Introduction 
The comparison of the alternative structural systems was 
undertaken using the merit function parameter introduced in. 
section 2.6. The system values, which define the merit 
function value of a particular system, comprise the structural 
weight and the unit cost. The structural weight value and 
the unit cost value of each system were derived in the man- 
ner specified by the design model.. 
The optimisation procedure was carried out at a series 
of values of the cover end loading which encompass the load- 
ing spectrum likely to be encountered in a traverse along a 
typical aircraft wing, the values being 1,000 lb/in, 2,500 
lb/iny 5,000 lb. /in. and 10,000 lb. /in. 
At each value of the cover end loading the structural 
weight and the unit cost values of each system were evaluated 
for configurations of the system having varying values of 
structural efficiency. This procedure enabled the variation 
of the optimal configuration for a given structural system 
with global exchange rate to be examined. Structural 
weight and unit cost values were evaluated for configurations 
having compression cover efficiency factor values of 0.6, 
0-7t 0.8 and 0.95 for the aluminium alloy systems, and 0.7, 
0.8t 0.9 and 1.015 for the titanium alloy systems. In each 
case the upper limit of efficiency factor represents the 
maximum value attainable from the cover configuration in use, 
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whereas the lower limit represents the minimum efficiency 
factor value designated on the appropriate design chart. 
6.2 ýhe Definition of the Internal Dimensions 
The definition of the internal dimensions of each 
structural system represents the first step in the process 
of evaluating the structural weight and the unit cost values. 
The structural design equations specified the internal 
dimensions of each structural system. 
The cover dimensions required for the structural inte- 
grity of the aluminium alloy systqms and the titanium alloy 
systems are presented in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, respectively. 
The arrangement of the skin and stringers to give a cover con- 
figuration, having the required value of efficiency factorg 
was determined using the technique described in section 
3.3.5. 
The relevant dimensions, specifying the internal geom- 
etry of the aluminium alloy and the titanium alloy structural 
systems, are presented in Tables 6.3 and 6.4, respectively. 
6.3 The Structural Weight Values of Each System 
The structural weight values were derived directly from 
the structural dimensions given in the previous section. 
Breakdowns of the structural weight values, for the various 
designs of aluminium alloy system described in sections 
5.2.2,5.2-39 5.2.4 and 5.2-5, and for the titanium alloy 
systems described in section 5.3, are presented in Tables 
6.5 and 6.6, respectively. 
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6.4 The Unit Cost Values of Bach System 
The unit cost-of each structural system was derived in 
the-manner specified by the cost-model presented in Chapter 4. 
Breakdowns of the unit cost values, for the aluminium alloy 
and titanium alloy systems, are presented in Tables 6.7 and 
6.8, respectively. 
6.5 'The Cost Per Unit Weight Values of Each System 
Straight forward manipulation of the unit cost and the 
structural weight values enabled the cost per unit weight 
values of each system to be determined. The cost per unit 
weight values for the aluminium alloy and the titanium alloy 
systems are presented in Tables 6.9 and 6.10, respectively. 
The cost per unit weight variation for each systeml presented 
in fig. 6.1, illustrates two effects, found in practice, 
which are not widely appreciated, as follows: 
i) at each value of the applied end loading, the cost 
per unit weight value of a system increases as the 
efficiency of the structural configuration, expressed 
in terms of an efficiency factor value, increases, 
since it is generally more expensive to produce a 
structure having high efficiency and a low weight 
than a heavier, less efficient structure, 
ii) the cost per unit weight value of each system 
increases with decreasing end loading at a particular 
value of efficiency factor, since a reduction 
in end loading implies the use of thinner materials, 
with the associated production difficulties and 
higher material costs. 
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6.6 - The Normalisation of the Results 
With the alternative structural systems having structural 
weight and. unit cost values of varying magnitudes, the form 
of the results, as evaluated, tended to be misleading. It was 
decided to normalise the results by dividing throughout by 
appropriate standard weight and standard cost values to improve 
the presentation and to aid interpretation. 
A different normalisation technique was specified for the 
comparative analysis of the aluminium alloy and titanium alloy 
systems compared to the normalisation technique specified 
for the examination of the sensitivity of the selection process 
to structural completeness. 
The requirements of each case were as follows: 
i) the relative magnitudes of the structural weight and 
unit cost values of each system were of prime import- 
ance in the comparative analygis of the aluminium 
alloy and titanium alloy systems., The normalisation 
technique was designed to emphasise the comparative 
nature of the analysis. 
The structural weight and the unit cost values for 
the configuration of the aluminium alloy system having 
the maximum efficiency factor valne were designated as 
the standard weight value W ST end the standard cost 
value C STI for'each value of cover end loading. As 
discussed in section 5.2, two design types of aluminium 
alloy system exist below the critical value of the end 
loading, namely the spin dimpled design and the chemi- 
cally etched design. The system values for the 
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maximum efficiency configuration of the chemically etched 
design were arbitrarily chosen as the standards to be 
adopted. The standard weight and standard cost values, 
used in the comparative analysis, are presented in 
Table 6.11. 
The normalisation of the results for the aluminium. alloy 
and titanium alloy systems were accomplished by divid- 
ing the structural weight values, W, and the unit cost 
values, C, by the appropriate standard values to give 
normalised weight values, WN, and normalised cost values, 
0 N' where 
wN-Ww 
ST 
and cc 
ST 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
The normalised weight and cost values for the aluminium 
alloy systems and the titanium alloy systems are 
presented in Tables 6.12 and 6.13, respectively. 
ii) In the sensitivity analysis the structural weight and 
the unit cost values for the complete structure were 
normalised using the standard values quoted above. How- 
ever, since thescale of the structural component and 
the complete structure differed markedly, a different 
set of standard values had to be adopted for the normal- 
isation of the system values of the structural component, 
in order to allow a direct comparison to be made of the 
weight and cost variations of both structual items. 
The configuration of the structural component having the 
I 
maximum efficiency factor was used as the standard, for 
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each value of the cover end loading. The standard 
values for the structural component are presented in 
Table 6.14. The normalised weight and cost values for 
the c omponent are presented in Table 6.15. 
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TABLE 6.9 The cost per unit weight values (in C/lb. ) 
for the aluminium alloy structures.. 
Bfficiency factor P 
0.6 1 0.7 1 -0.8 
1 0.95 
- chemically etched 
6.1 8.1 9.9 1 11.7 
000 
Ispin 
dimpled 7.1 9.2 1 2.4 24.6 
Applied basic design 4.1 
end 
loading 2500 chemically etched. - 5.9 7.4 10.6 Nx 
(lb. /in. ) 
spin dimpled 6.3 8.8 17.6 
5000 1 3.7 1 4.0 1 4.4 1 6.1 
10000 1 2.5 1 2.5 1 2.6 1 3.9 
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TABLE 6.10 The cost per unit weight values (in F, /lb. ) 
for the titanium alloy structures. 
Efficiency factor P 
0.7 0.8 0.9 1.015 
1000 30.9 37.2 43.1 62.2 
Applied 
end 
loading 2500 26.9 31.8 37.6 
56.9 
Nx 
(lb. /in. ) 5000 24.7' 28.8 32.5 47.8 
10000 22.6 24.1 25.8 33.8 
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TABLE 6.11 The standard values for the comparative 
analysis. 
Applied end loading Nx (lb. /in. ) 
1000 2500 5000 10000 
Standard cost C ST 987.3 1144.3, 867.6 957.1 
Standard weight W ST 
( lb 84.3 108.3 142.1 243.9 
The standards are based on the maximum efficiency of the 
chemically etched design for sub-critical loads and on the 
maximum efficiency of the basic aluminium alloy design for 
super-critical loads. 
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TABLE 6.12 The normalised cost and weight values for the 
aluminium alloy structures. 
(a) Normalised Cost (CIC ST) 
Efficiency factor F 
0.6 10.7 10.8 10-95 
1000 
spin dimpled 0.697 0.81711-039 1.864 
chemically etchedlo. 593 0.743 0.87111.0 
Applied 
end spin dimpled 0.653 0.856 1.540 
loading 2500 
Nx chemically etched - 0.620 0.725 1.0 (lb. /in. ) 
5000 0.704 0.711 0.749 1.0 
10000 10.65910.63910.66811.0 
(b) Normalised Weight (Wlw ST) 
Efficiency factor F 
0.6 10.7 10.8 10-95 
1000 
spin dimpled 1.14411-04510-983 0.887 
chemically etched 1.151 1.069 1.032 1.0 
Applied 
end spin dimpled 1.103 1.027 0.924 
loading 2500 
Nx chemically etched 1.107 1.038 1.0 
(lb. /in. ) 
5000 11 . 16011 . 09011 . 05011 -0 
10000 11 
. 04711.02611 Oll 11 .0 
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TABLB 6.1 The normalised cost and weight values for the 
titanium alloy structures. 
(a) Normalised Cost (C/C ST) 
Efficiency factor F 
0.7 0.8 0.9 1.015 
1000 2.896 3.233 3.496 4.660 
Applied 
end 
2500 2.867 3.129 3.449 4.872 
loading, 
Nx 
(lb. /in. )- 5000 4.368 4.733 4.974 6.692 
10000 4.696 4.743 4.865 6.053 
(b) Normalised Weight (W/W,,, ) 
Efficiency factor F 
0.7 0.8 0.9 1.015 
1000 1.097 1.017 0.950 0.878 
Applied 
end 
2500 1.127 1.041 0.970 0.905 
loading 
Nx 
(lb. /in. ) 5000 1.082 1.004 0.935 0.855 
10000 0.815 0.772 0.738 0.702 
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TABLE 6.14 The standard values for the component structure. 
Applied end loading Nx (lb. /in. ) 
1000 2500 5000 10000 
Standard cost CS, (F, ) 335.9 356.8 371.5 420.5 
Standard weight W ST 
(lb. ) 43.2 55.9 70.5 120.1 
The standards are based on the maximum efficiency configura- 
tion of the component. 
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TABLB 6.15 The norm lised cost and weight values for the 
component structure. 
(a) Normalised'Cost (C/C ST) 
Efficiency factor F 
o. 6 0.7 0.8 0.95 
1000 0.349 0.746 0.875 1.0 
Applied 
end 
2500 0.415 0.549 0.657 1.0 
loading 
Nx 
(1b. /in. ) 5000 0.494 0.542 0.580 1.0 
10000 0.419 0.439 6.502 1.0 
(b) Normalised Weight (W/W ST) 
Effici enC-Y'7factor F 
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.95 
1000 1.289 1.160ý 1.079 1.0 
Applied 
end 
2500 1.324 1.193. 1.081- 
- 
1.0 
loading 
Nx 
(lb. /in. ) 5000 1.322 1.184 -1-094 'A 0 
10000 1.095 1.053 1.027 1.0 
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0 H A PT B R 
THE VARIATION OF THE OPTIMAL CONFIGURATION 
FOR EACH STRUCTURAL SYSTEM 
7.1'' Introduction 
The configuration of a structural system is defined 
in terms of the arrangement of the main structural components) 
including the stringers and the ribs. When designed to a 
given global exchange rate value, there is a certain con- 
figuration which yields the optimal solution. 
In the analysis of the specimen structure, the configura- 
tion of each structural system was defined in terms of an 
efficiency factor value. The examination of the variation 
of the optimal configuration with global exchange rate was 
an important aspect of the analysis. 
7.2 Curve Fitting Using the Lagrange Interpolation 
Method 
As mentioned in section 6.1, the structural weight and 
the unit cost values of each structural system had been 
evaluated for n different configurations, which may be 
defined in terms of cover efficiency factor values. 
Let the n configurations, having efficiency factor 
values of 
ýFj 
**. F ný possess structural weight and unit 
cost values of -ýW 1, C1 4 Wn' 
01 It was assumed that 
for each structural system the structural weight and the unit 
cost both varied with efficiency factor in a continuous manner 
within the data range considered. 
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The Lagrange interpolation method 
(23) 
allows a con- 
tinuous curve equation y(x) to be fitted between n dis- 
crete points having values of 
ýxj, yj xn9yn The 
th 
curve equation is given by the polynomial of the (n 
degree 
(X - x2) * (X -x 3) 0*0 (X - xn) 
y= (X 1- x2) * '(xl - x3) ... (xl - Xn) . 
Yl 
, (x - x, ). (x -x 3) *** (X - Xn) 
(X 2- xl) * 
'(x2 - x3) ... (X2 - Xn) . 
y2 
(X - xl )* (X - x2) (x - xn -1) 
(X 
n- xl) » 
(xn - x2) (xn - Xn -1 
Yn 
(7-1) 
Incorporating the structural weight data -CW, Wn )' 
in equation (7-1), the continuous curve equation giving the 
variation of structural weight W with the structural con- 
figuration, expressed in terms of efficiency factor F, is 
(F F 2) (F F 3) 
(F 
n)w 
(F 1 F27 (F, F3 (P ýn) 
(F - F, ) (F -F 3) 
(F -F n) w (F2 -F 1) * (F2 -F 3) ***(F2- %) 2 
(F F, (F F 2) (F -Fn_ 1) . 
(% Fl (Fn F2) (% - Fn -1 
.). wn 
(7.2) 
Incorporating the unit cost data C ný_ 
in equa- 
tion (7-1), the continuous curve equation giving the varia- 
tioncE the unit cost C with the structural configuration, 
expressed in terms of efficiency factor F, is 
100 
C 
(F F2) (F - p3) ... (F 
(F 1Fu Fl - F3) *** («? l - 
(F F, (F -F3 (F - Fn) 
c (F F, (F F (F F) @ 2232 
F, (F F 2) 
(F Fn 
F, (% F (Fn - i, n_, 
(7-3) 
The variations of the normalised weight ard normalised cost 
with efficiency factorg given by equations (7.2) and (7-3), 
respectively, are presented in figs. 7.1 to 7.10 for each 
structural system. 
7.3 The Location of the OPtimal Configuration 
The merit function value M, defined by equation (2.27) 
as 
W+c VG 
was used for the identification of the optimal configuration 
of a structural system. 
It was decided to normalise the merit function values 
in order to facilitate interpretation of the results. Nonnal- 
isation was accomplished by dividing by the appropriate 
standard weight value W,,, introduced in section 6.6, since 
the merit function M has the dimensions of weight. Hence, 
the normalised merit function value MN IS 
M1. 
(w 
+0) MN : -- TS ;"ý Vs- 1-2 VG (7-4) 
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The original intention had been to include the weight 
equation (7.2) and the cost equation (7-3) in the merit 
function equation (2.27), and then to differentiate with 
respect to efficiency factor F to determine the minimum 
value of merit function, which specifies the optimal con- 
figuration of the system. However, investigation revealed 
that unrealistic optimal efficiency values were given, due 
to'the divergence of both curves when extrapolated beyond 
the data range. 
To overcome this problem, the search for the optimal 
configuration was limited to interpolation within the data 
range examined. The computer program presented in Appendix 
3 was written to carry out the complete optimisation analysis. 
Structural weight and unit cost values were evaluated at a 
series of efficiency factor values within the limits set. 
Since a computerised solution was adopted, the efficiency 
factor steps could be made as small as required. The merit 
function value was evaluated at each efficiency factor value 
and a step-wise comparative procedure was used to locate 
the minimum value of the merit function, which defines the 
optimal structural configuration. 
As an illustration of the optimisation process, the 
optimal configuration for an aluminium alloy system was located 
graphically in fig. 7.11. The structural weight and unit 
cost values for the aluminium alloy system designed to an 
end load value of 5000 lb. /in. were normalised aid then 
incorporated in equations (7.2) and (7-3), respectivelyg to 
give the normalised weight and cost curves shown 'in fig. 7.11. 
At eacb value of efficiency factor the normalised merit 
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function value satisfying equation (7-4) was evaluated for 
a global exchange rate value VG of Z20/lb- The minimum 
merit function value defines the optimal solution, hence the 
optimal configuration had an efficiency factor value of 
0.825, where the normalised weight values was 1.042 and the 
normalised cost value was 0.771. 
The variation of optimal configuration, expressed in 
terms of efficiency factor F, with global exchange rate VG 
is presented in figs. 7.12 to 7.21, for each structural 
system. 
7.4 Discussion of the Results 
Examination of figs. 7.1 to 7.10 reveals that the struc- 
tural weight of each structural system decreases as efficiency 
factor increases, whereas the unit cost of each system 
increases with increasing efficiency factor. The configura- 
tion with the maximum structural efficiency attainable from 
the design type being considered gave the minimum structural 
weight and the maximum unit cost for each structural system. 
For the weight and cost variations described above, 
the value of the efficiency factor defining the optimal con- 
figuration increases with increasing global exchange. rate 
value. For each system, the maximum efficiency configura- 
tion gave the optimal solution above a certain global exchange 
rate value 
V GI4AXt and these values are summarised in Table 
7.1, for each load level examined. The constraint on the 
maximum value of structural efficiency factor was applied by 
the operative type of cover configuration, and could only 
be overcome by changing the design type. 
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Below a certain global exchange rate value 
VGMINI 
the optimisation process sometimes gave the lower limit of 
the range of efficiency factor values examined, as the 
optimal configuration. As stated in section 6.1, the lower 
limit represents the minimum efficiency factor value desig- 
nated on the appropriate design chart. The minimum efficiency 
factor case may not represent a true optimal solutiong since 
configurations of lower efficiency having higher structural 
weight and lower unit cost can exist. For this reason, 
throughout this thesis, the curves defining the optimal 
configuration were discontinued below the exchange rate 
value 
V GMINO 
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TABLB 7.1 The global exchange rate values (in E/lb. ) 
above which the maximum efficiency configura- 
tion gives the optimal solution. 
Aluminium alloy structures 
Titaniujn 
Applied end Basic Chemically spin 
alloy 
design loading design etched dimpled Nx (lb. /in . design design 
1000 50 120 320 
2500 1560 98 420 
5000 42 - - 240 
, 10000 1150 220 
COST AND WEIGHT CURVES AT THE 
LOAD LEVEL N =IOOOLB. /IN. x 
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CHAPTBR8 
THE VARIATION OF THE OPTIMAL STRUCTURAL SYSTEM 
8.1 Introduction 
An important aspect of thb research program was the 
examination of the manner in which the structural system 
giving the optimal solution varied as the operative design 
conditionsv which specified the end loading and the global 
exchange rate values, were varied. 
8.2 The Location of the Optimal System 
At each value of the end loading, the merit function 
values of each system were generated by incorporating the 
structural weight equation (7.2) and the unit cost equation 
(7.3) in equation (2-27). The alternative bonfigurations 
for each system, which were examined in Chapter 7, were 
retained in this analysis in order to compare the best 
configuration of each system. The procedure described in 
section 7*3 was used for the location of the system having 
the minimum value of the merit function, this being the 
optimal Wstem. 
The variations of the normalised merit function values, 
defining the variation of the Optimal structural systems, 
with global exchange rate are presented in figs. 8.1 to 8.4 
and the corresponding variations of the operative efficiency 
factor values of each optimal system are presented in figs. 
8.5 to 8-9- 
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The global exchange rate values defining the change- 
over from one structural system to another, for the most 
efficient structureq are summarised in Table 8.1. 
8.3 Discassion of the Results 
As the global exchange rate values employed in existing 
aircraft projects may be assumed to lie within the VO/lb. 
to 9300/lb. band, the results show that the titanium alloy 
systems only become viable propositions at load levels greater 
than 5,000 lb. /in., when the weight saving potential of the 
titanium alloy materialt relative-to aluminium. alloy, is 
exploited. In fact, the resu-Its of the analysis suggest that 
load levels in excess of 10,000 lb. /in. are required for 
the most efficient incorporation of titanium alloy material 
in the airframes of subsonic civil aircraft, which are designed 
to global exchange rate values of the order of Z50/lb. 
At a load level of 1,000 lb. /in. the titanium alloy 
system gave the optimal solution at a global exchange rate 
value of 93,451/lb., due to a small saving in weight compared 
to the aluminium alloy systems. The saving in weight only 
arose because the cover configuration of the titanium alloy 
system allowed a higher maximum efficiency factor to be 
attainedp compared to the configuration of the aluminium alloy 
systems. The weight saving of the titanium alloy system 
would vanish if higher efficiency configurations were adopted 
for the aluminium alloy systems. Hence, the use of titanium 
alloy material in a low load level application would appear 
inefficientt unless dictated by other considerations such as 
the existence of a kinetic heating environment. 
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TABLE 8.1 The variation of the optimal structural type 
with global exchange rate. 
Aluminium alloy structures 
Titanium 
Applied end Basic Chemically Spin 
alloy 
design 
loading 
Nx (lb. /in .) 
design etched design 
dimpled 
design 
1000 VG < 33 33 ( VG < 3451 VG > 3451 
2500 VG < 15 15 < VG < 85 85 < VG < 1906 VG > 1906 
5000 VG <240 VG> 240 
10000 VG < 61 vG> 61 
Global exchange rate val-aes in 9/lb. 
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10HAPTBR 
THE SENSITIVITY OF THE SELECTION PROCESS TO ERRORS 
IN THE ESTIMATES FOR THE SYSTEM VALUES 
9.1 Introduction 
The results of the optimisation analyses, which are 
presented in Chapters 7 and 8, were derived subject to the 
qualifying assumption that the structural weight and the unit 
cost values used for each system were accurate. 
In a practical situation, the estimates of the structural 
weight and the unit cost for alternative structures are 
liable to errors, the magnitudes of which are dependent on 
the methods of estimation employed. 
The sensitivity of'the selection process to these errors 
is of prime importance in determining the suitability of the 
method for the location of optimal solutions in a practical 
environment. 
9.2 The Evaluation of Upper and Lower Bound Values for 
the Detail Exchange Rate 
Ass-ume that two structural systems, 1 and 2, have system 
values which are initially free from errors. Let the unit 
cost C2 of system 2 and the structural weight W of system 
1 have the greatest magnitudesgiving 
C2> 
-01 and W1>W2 
Comparing systems 1 and 29 the change-over from one 
system to the other occurs at a specific value of the detail 
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exchange rate. This will be termed the median exchange rate 
value VD. and is defined when the merit function values of 
the systems are equal, 
i. e. M1=M2=WI+vC, =w2+ VC 
2 
DM DM 
giving VC2- 
Cl 
DM - Wl - W2 
In the presence of errors in the 6stimates for the 
system values, the change-over from one system to the other 
occurs somewhere within a band of detail exchange rate values, 
rather than at a specific value. -The bandwidth determines 
the sensitivity of the analysis to errors in the estimating 
methods. The existence of a band of detail exchange rate 
values is shown diagrammatically in fig. 9.1, with the 
upper and lower bound values of the detail exchange rate 
indicated by VDu and VD 
L, 
respectively. 
Assume that the unit cost estimates of systems I and 2 
are subjected to fractional errors of ± p, and ± P21 respect- 
ively, and the structural weight estimates are subjected to 
fractional errors of ±r1 and ±r2, respectively. 
The upper bound value V Du of the detail exchange rate 
is defined by the intersection of the merit function equations, 
giving 
w+P, 
)-C, 
= (1 +r 2) ' W2 + 
(1 + P2) * C2 
VD 
u 
VD 
u 
V 
P2) * (32 - 
(1 - Pl )9 Cl 
Du r, ) * wl - (1 +r 2)'* W2 (9.2) 
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The lower bound value VD 
defined by the equation 
of the detail exchange rate is 
(i + W, + 
(i +p 1) - Ci 
= (i -r 2) * W2 + 
(1 - P2) * C2 
VD 
L 
VD 
L 
4 
(" - P2) * (32 - 
(1 + Pl )* Cl 
-- VDI ý-- (1 + r, ). W, - (1 -r' W2 2) (9-3) 
The sensitivity equations, which express the fractional varia- 
tion in detail exchange rate relative to the median valuet are 
given by 
VD 
u-v 
VDM 
(W w 2) " 
(PI Cl + P2 * C2) + ('02 - Cl 
)* (r, . W, +r2*w 2) 
(C 2 01) . [(l - rl) . W, - (1 +r 2) * W2 3 
(9-4) 
and 
VDM - VDL 
VDM 
) 
-(W 1, W2) * 
(Pl Cl + P2 *-- c 2) 
(C2 - CO (r, WI+r2*w 2) 
k(j2 CO . C(l + rl) W1 - (1 r2) W23 
(9-5) 
The sensitivity equations are of great utility for practical 
investigations. The errors experienced with the estimating 
methods used in past aircraft programs may be evaluated statisti- 
cally. If similar estimating techniques are to be employed for 
new projectsp the sensitivity of the individual analyses may 
be examined by incorporating the appropriate error values in 
the sensitivity equations. 
ill 
9.2.1 Errors in the cost estimates 
If the cost estimates only are liable to errors, 
the equations governing the detail exchange rate band 
are obtained by substituting r1=r2=0 in equations 
(9.2)p (9-3)p (9-4) and (9.5). 
The upper bound value VD 
U 
of the detail exchange 
rate reduces to 
= 
(1 + P2) * C2 - 
(1 - PO 9 C1 VD 
Uw1- W2 (9.6) 
The lower bound value VD of the detail exchange 
rate reduces to 
(1 - P2) * C2 - 
(1 + Pl Cl 
VD 
ý5 
=-w1-w2 (9-7) 
Themnsitivity equations reduce to 
VDU - VDM Pl * (11 + P2 * C2 
DM C2 - Cl (9-8) 
and 
v DM - VDL Pl * Cl + P2 * C2 
v Div, c2-c1 (9-9) 
9.2.2 Errors in the weight estimates 
If"the weight estimates only are liable to errors, 
the equations governing the detail exchange rate band 
are obtained by substituting p, ý P2 =0 in equations 
(9.2)9 (9-3)t (9-4) and (9-5) 
The upper bound value V DU of the detail exchange rate 
reduces to 
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V 
C2 -C2 
DU (1 - r, ) . W, - (1 +r 2) * W2 
The lower bound value VD 
L 
of the detail exchange rate 
reduces to 
C2 -CI 
YD 
L 
ý- (1 + rl) . W, - (1 -r 2) * W2 
The sensitivity equations reduce to 
v DU r1wI+r2*w 2 
v DM rl) w1- (1 +r 2) * W2 
and 
v DM -vD, 
) 
-rl . Wf -r2 W2 
v Dk (1 + r, ). W, - (1 r2) . W2 (9-13) 
9.2.3 The sensitivity analysis of a practical exapple 
The degradation of the ability to select a unique 
solution, in the presence of estimating errorsp was 
investigated for a practial example. The maximum effic- 
iency configurations for the aluminium alloy and the 
titanium alloy systems, designed to a load level of 
10,000 lb. /in., were examined in the analysis. 
Incorporation of the system values, whj: h are given 
in Tables 7.5 to 7.8, in equation (9.1) gave a median 
exchange rate value V, ), of Z66/lb. 
Th6"influence of errors in the structural weight 
and the unit cost estimates separately, and together, 
were examined using the equations derived above. In each 
case fractional errors of 
± 0.1 were assumed for each 
system. The results of each analysis are summarised 
in Table 9.1. 
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In this instance the errors in the weight estimates 
have a much greater effect on the detail exchange rate 
band width than the errors in the cost estimatesp as is 
to be expected since W is a denominator term and C 
is a numerator term. This is confirmed by examination 
of the -upper and lower bound values of the detail exchange 
rate associated with each type of error. The upper bound 
value of 9154/lb. and the lower bound value of 942/lb. 
arising from the errors in the weight estimates make 
the task of locating a unique solution far more difficult 
than the corresponding values of Z76/lb. and E57/lb. for 
the errors in the cost estimaies. 
It must be emphasised that the relative importance 
of the type of error varies with the applicationp and 
the influence of the errors should be analysed for 
individual cases. 
9.3 The Introduction of Cost Bstimating Brrors into 
the Analysis of the Specimen Structure 
The analysis of the specimen structure had been undertaken 
with ideal boundaW conditions, that is the structural weight 
and unit cost values for each system'were assumed accurate. 
However, in a practical environment errors would be encountered 
in all estimates, to a varying degree. 
In order to assess the effect of errors in the cost 
estimates on the results, the analysis of the specimen structure 
was repeated with an error factor of t 10 per cent applied to 
the cost estimates for each system. The structural weight 
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estimates were assumed to be made to a sufficiently high 
degree of accuracy as to be considered exact. 
The analysis had been concerned with two aspects of 
optimisation, as follows: 
i) the location of the optimal configuration for each 
structual system, the results being presented in 
Chapter 7, 
ii) the selection of the optimai system from the alterna- 
tive systems, the results being presented in Chapter 
8. 
The effects of the cost estimating errors on the results 
were assessed in the above areas. 
9.3.1 The location of the optimal configuration 
The ideal analysis had allowed a specific configura- 
tion, defined in terms of an efficiency factor value, to 
be isolated at each value of the global exchange rate, 
for each structural system. The resulting curves, 
which express the variation of the optimal efficiency 
factor with global exchange rate for each system, are 
presented in figs. 7.12 to 7.21. 
With an error factor of ± 10 per cent applied to 
the unit cost values, a band of efficiency factor values 
exists at each value of the global exchange rate within 
which the optimal configuration is located, instead of 
a unique solution being defined. 
The upper and lower bound curves expressing the 
variation of the optimal configuration with global 
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exchange rate for each system, when cost estimating 
errors exist, are presented in figs. 9.2 to 9.11. 
The width of the efficiency factor band at each 
value of the global exchange rate, when used in conjunc- 
tion with the associated curves of structural weight and 
unit cost variation, which are presented in figs. 7.1 
to 7.10, determines the extent to which the errors in 
the cost estimates degrade the selection process. 
9.3.2 The selection of theoptimal structural system 
As mentioned in section 9.2, upper and lower bound 
values may be applied to the dýtail exchange ratev 
which defines the change-over from one system to another, 
when errors occur in the methods of estimation. The 
equations developed in section 9.2 for the evaluation of 
the upper ar-d lower bound values relate to the com- 
parison of two systems having fixed structural configura- 
tions. In the comparison of the alternative systems 
the configuration of each system was varied systematic- 
ally in order to allow the most efficient structural 
arrangement to be determined, hence the equations of 
section 9.2 were not applicable in this case. 
The upper and lower bound values of the detail 
exchange rate were determined in the following manner: 
The normalised merit function values, formed 
from cost values having 90 per cent and 110 per cent of 
the unit cost values presented in Chapter 6 to allow 
for the error factor of 
t 10, per cent, were evaluated 
for each system. The variation of the minimum values 
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of the normalised merit function with global exchange 
rate exhibited a band of merit function values for each 
system, rather than the single curve of the ideal case. 
The extremes of the overlapping merit function bands of 
the alternative systems defined the upper and lower bound 
values. Thegreater the degree of overlap of the merit 
function bands of the alternative systems, the harder 
it is to define an optimal system at a given global 
exchange rate value. 
The normalised merit function bands for the appro- 
priate systems at the different load levels are presented 
on figs. 9.12 to 9.15. The upper and lower bound values 
of the detail exchange rate, within which the change- 
over from one structural system to another occurs, are 
sunmarised in Table 9.2. 
9.4 Conclusions 
In the presence of errors in the estimates for the system 
values., it is impossible to specify: 
i) a unique value of the structural efficiency factor 
which defines the optimal configuration for a given 
structural system, or 
ii) a unique value of the detail exchange rate which marks 
the change-over from one optimal system to another. 
These effects were demonstrated in section 9.3 when the 
analysis of the specimen structure was repeated with errors 
in the cost estimates. 
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In those cases where a small percentage deviation in the 
costs produces a number of possible solutions, company policy 
could take one of the following decisions: 
i) Choose the structural type of which there is the most 
knowledge. 
ii) Choose the structure requiring the minimum modification 
to the existing manufacturing resources. 
iii) Choose the structure giving the greatest iatilisation of 
the manufacturing equipment. 
iv) Choose the structure with the shortest ttnescale to 
completion of the batch. 
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TABLE 9.1 The detail exchange rate band values for 
the practical example presented in section 
9.2-3. 
Cost and Weight Cost 
weight estimation estimation 
estimation errors errors 
errors only only 
v (Z/lb. ) D 174.5 153.5 75.5 u 
(9/lb. ) VD 36.4 42.4 57.3 
L 
v v DU DM 1.63 1.31 0.14 
v DM 
-vD vD 
M L 
) 
-0-45 -0-36 -0-14 
DM 
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CHAPTER1 
THE SENSITIVITY OF THE SELECTION PROCESS TO THE 
EFFECTS OF THE INTBR&CTION OF COMPONENTS 
10.1 Introduction 
If the effects of estimating errors are not too great, 
the selection process may be nsed for the definition of the 
optimal configuration of a structural component, inthe manner 
demonstrated in Chapter 
In the case of a complete structure made up of several 
component parts, each part may be analysed separately, giv- 
ing a series of solutions which define the optimal configura- 
tion for each part. However, if the structure is analysed as 
a whole, the configuration defined as the optimum may differ 
radically from the configuration formed by an integration of 
the optimal solutions for the component parts. 
The interactions of the component parts, when they are 
mated to form a complete structural assembly, give rise to 
joint weights and joint costs which vary in magnitude at dif- 
ferent levels of structural efficiency. The separate optimisa- 
tion of the components neglects the interaction effects, so 
that it is most important to specify a structural model which 
takes into account all relevant structural items. 
10.2 The Examination of a Practical Example 
Alvey and Emero 
(2) 
presented optimal design curves for 
various structural componentsp including tension covers and 
shear webs. However, the considerations discussed in section 
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10.1 suggest that such an approach to the optimal design of 
a complete structure might yield invalid results in practice. 
In order to assess the influence of component inter- 
actions, it was decided to compare the configurations of a 
structure specified as the optimum in each case by the 
analyses of the structure as a whole and of its main component 
part. 
The structure chosen for analysis was the aluminium 
alloybox beam of riveted construction. The component part 
consisted of the compression cover and rib elements of the 
box beamv since these items broadly define the layout of the 
other structural components. 
Suppose the optimal configuration predicted by the anal- 
ysis of the component occurs at an efficiency factor value 
Fc, for a specific value of the global exchange rate. Refer- 
ring to the appropriate curves, giving the variations of the 
box bean weight and the box beam cost with efficiency factor, 
the component analysis predicts an optimal box weight W(Fc) 
and an optimal box cost C(Fc). 
At the same global exchange rate value, let the true 
0 ptimal configuration, as given by the analysis of the complete 
structure, occur at an efficiency factor value of F TI giving 
a true optimal box weight W(F T and a true optimal box 
cost C(F T 
). 
The percentage difference in the box weight, AW, between 
the optima given by the analyses of the complete structure 
and of the component are 
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AW = 
W(FT) - W(F C) x 100 W(F T) (10.1) 
In a similar manner, the percentage difference in the 
box cost, ACp between the optima given by analyses of the 
complete structure and of the component are 
(E LF 
2ý) -c 
(F, 2)) AC 100 
(10.2) 
10.2.1 The location of the optimal configuration 
The optimal configurations for the box beam and 
for the component part were derived using the method 
described in Chapter 7, as follows: 
The structural weight and the unit cost values of 
the box beam and the component part were determined at 
the series of efficiency factor values and for each 
value of the end loading examined in section 6.1. 
The production cost element of the unit costp for 
the box beam, was based on the production method 
descriptions given in sections 5.2.2 and 5.2-3, if the 
load level was above or below the critical loading 
value, respectively. The production cost element of 
the unit cost, for the component part, was based on 
the production method description given in section 
5.2-5. 
The structural weight and the unit cost values 
were normalisod in the manner described in section 6.6, 
the normalised values being presented in Table 6.12 
for the complete structure and in Table 6.15 for the 
component part. 
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Continuous curve equations, giving the variations 
of'the normalised weight and the normalised cost with 
efficiency factor, were fitted to the discrete data 
using the Lagrange interpolation method described in 
section 7.2. The curves are presented in figs. 10.1 
to 10.4. 
Normalised merit function values were evaluated 
for the complete structure and for the component part 
in the manner described in section 7.3, enabling the 
optimal configuration, expressed in terms of an 
efficiency factor value, to be located for each case. 
The variation of the optimal configuration with global 
exchange rate is presented on figs 10.5 to 10.8, for 
each loading value. The efficiency factor values were 
used to determine the corresponding box weight and box 
cost values for inclusion in equations (10.1) and 
(10.2). Figs 10.9 to 10.12 give the variation of the 
percentage difference of the weight and the cost with 
global exchange rate. 
10.2.2 Discussion of the results 
Examination of the curves of structural weight 
variation with efficiency factor shows that the decrease 
in weight with increasing efficiency factor is less 
marked for the complete structure than for the com- 
ponent structure, for the following reasons: 
When designated to satisfy stability requirements, 
the weight of the component is inversely proportional 
to efficiency factor to the index power 
2 /3, as given 
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by equation (3-16). However, the inclusion of compo- 
nents, such as the tension cover and the spars, in the 
complete structurev which make up a large proportion 
of the structural weight but which exhibit little or 
no weight variation with efficiency factor, tends to 
reduce the overall weight variation of the complete 
structure with respect to efficiency factor, relative 
to the component part. 
In a similar manner, the increase in cost with 
increasing efficiency factor is less marked for the 
complete structure than for the component part, for 
the following reasons: 
The cost of fabricating a compression cover of 
high structural efficiency is markedly higher than the 
fabrication cost of a low efficiency cover. In general, 
a high efficiency factor implies a large number of 
stringers attached to a thin skin by many rivets in a 
mechanically fastened design, giving high fastening 
costs. The cost of the attachment of the ribs to the 
fý compression cover 
tends to reduce the cost variation of 
the component to some extentv since a high efficiency 
design has fewer ribs than a low efficiency design. 
However, the interaction of the other components of the 
box beam, in the final assembly stage, markedly reduces 
the cost variation of the box beam with efficiency factor, 
relative to the component part. 
The optimal configuration curves presented in figs. 
10.5 to 10.8 indicate that the configurations, defined 
by each analysis as the optimurn, differ radically, until 
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a global exchange rate value is reached when both 
analyses specify the maximum efficiency configuration 
as the optimal solution. At this value the percentage 
difference in weight and the percentage difference in 
cost, given by equations (10.1) and (10.2), tend to 
zero. Below this value there are global exchange rate 
values at which a maximum percentage difference in 
weight and a maximum difference in cost, arising from 
the two analyses, occur; the global exchange rate 
values giving the maxima need not coincide, since the 
weight and cost curves are not identical. The rele- 
vant values are summarised in Table 10.1 for each 
load level examined. 
10.3 Conclusions 
The need to analyse all structural items having an 
influence on the optimal configuration of the structure as a 
whole is emphasised by the results of the analysis of the 
practical example, since the optimal configurations of the 
box beam, given by the analyses of the complete structure and 
of its main structural component, differ considerably. 
Before a component part of a structure is optimised as 
a separate entity, it is essential to consider the interaction 
of the other component parts in terms of their influence on 
the structural weight and the unit cost of the structure as a 
whole. The results of the optimal analyses of component parts, 
such as those due to Alvey and Emero 
(2) 
, should only be used 
with the utmost caution. 
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The results derived in section 10.2 had a major influence 
on the specimen structure chosen for analysis. Initially, 
it was intended to investigate a component composed of the 
compression cover and rib elements, since these items form 
the dominant component of the box beam structure and are amen- 
able to analysis. However, in the light of the findings of 
the sensitivity analysis, it was decided to investigate a 
complete box beam, which, although being more difficult to 
analysep is free from those interaction problems. It must be 
noted that the wing box has still to be mated to other wing 
boxes and to the fuselage, and these further interaction 
problems must be recognised when designing a complete aircraft. 
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TABLE 10.1 The maximum deviation of the box beam values. 
Global Global 
exchange Maximum exchange Maximum End rate value percentage rate value percentage loading for weight 
for 
cost Nx 
/in. ) (1b 
maximum 
weight 
difference maximum 
cost 
difference 
. difference difference 
(E/lb. ) (Z/lb. ) 
1000 18 10.2 18 53.9 
[-2500 
16 15.5 . 16 67.4 
5000 10 1.3 26 6.6 
10000 110 0.3 130 26.8 
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AN ANALYTICAL METHOD FOR PRACTICAL STRUCTURES 
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INTRODUCTION 
The design process, which is presented in Part 1, is 
generally applicable to any type of structure. However, the 
precise treatment of the individual stages of the design 
process must take into account the circumstances of the struc- 
tural item under examination. 
Several simplifying assumptions were applied to the 
Specimen structure, which are discussed in Part 2, to ease 
the task of analysis, since the boundary conditions for praut- 
ical structures are essentially more complex than was the 
for the idealised model. 
The adaptation of the process, which was specified for 
the idealised model, to cater for practical structures is now 
presented. 
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CHAPTBR11 
IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION APPLYING IN THE DESIGN 
OF PRACTICAL STRUCTURES 
Introduction 
Although the specimen structure was of an essentially 
practical nature, many simplifying assumptions were made in 
order to ease the analysis. The main considerations apply- 
ing to practical structures are now reviewed and the differ- 
ences in the boundary conditions for the specimen structure 
are presented. 
11.2 The loading Systems Applied to Practical Structures 
The analysis of the specimen structure was mainly intended 
as an investigation of the Performance of the optimal design 
process, so that a simple loading system was adopted. 
The end loading, which was applied to the upper and lower 
covers of the specimen structurev was assumed to be constant 
along the box beam span, although a series of end loading 
values was considered, in order to allow the variation of 
the optimal configuration with load level to be examined. 
It was assumed that there was no torque load applied to 
the box section, which meant that the shear load was the same 
in each spar. 
The magnitude of the end loading in the covers of a 
practical wing tends to vary with the spanwise position, in a 
manner determined by the distrib-ation of the aerodynamic 
and inertia loads along the span. 
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The internal geometry of the wing section is designed 
to carry the torque loading which is experienced in practical 
wings. 
Locally applied loads, such as engine loads, undercarriage 
loads and control surface loads, form an important element 
of a practical loading system and have a major influence on 
the arrangement of the internal geometry of the wing. To 
cater for these loads local thickening of the skins and 
specially strengthened ribs may have to be employed, which 
can cause a considerable divergence from the optimal con- 
figuration determined in the absence of these loads. 
11.3 Some Constraints Imposed on Practical Structures 
The arrangement of the internal geometry of the ideal- 
ised structure was held constant over the box beam span to 
suit the system of applied loads. 
As mentioned in section 11.2. the loading applied to a 
practical wing varies with the spanwise podtion, in general. 
The results derived for the specimen structure, which are 
presented in Chapter 7, indicate a variation of the optimal 
configuration with the load level. Hence the optimal design 
would require a variation of the configuration with the 
spanwise position to suit the local load level. This implies 
that a continuous variation of rib pitch, stringer pitch, 
and rib, stringer and skin thickness along the span would be 
required. Obviouslyp such a design would be totally impract- 
icable, since producibility requirements impose contraints on 
the internal geometry of a practical design. 
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The following examples are representative of the type 
of contraint encountered in practice: 
i) the provision of alternative load paths in the 
structure may be required to satisfy fail-safe require- 
ments, 
ii) the provision of access panels to allow the inspection 
of the internal structure influences the structural 
arrangement of the wing, 
iii) producibility requirements determine the minimum 
allowable pitches for the stringers and the ribs, 
iv) producibility problems probably dictate a linear 
variation of the skin thickness along the span, if 
taper is to be introduced to cater for variations of 
the load level with spanwise position. Alternatively 
the skin can be stepped along the span using several 
sheets of different uniform thickness, 
v) for ease of production, it is usual for a skin panel 
to have a constant stringer pitch and a constant 
stringer depth. 
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CHAPTBR12 
A PRACTICAL METHOD OF STRUCTURAL DESIGN 
12.1 Introduction 
In spite of the constraints imposed on practical 
structures, which are discussed in Chapter 11, the design 
process may still be used to identify the structural arrange- 
ment which is superior to the other arrangements examined. 
The design process which was used for the optimisation 
of the specimen stracture has been refined to cater for 
practical structures and is described in this Chapter. 
12.2 The Structural Model for Practical Structures 
The results of the sensitivity analysis, which are 
presented in Chapter 10, emphasise the importance of including 
all relevant structural items in the structural model to be 
analysed. The omission of those structural items from the 
structural model which, due to the effects of the interactions 
of the component parts in the complete structure, influence 
the magnitudes of the cost and weight values of the structure 
as a whole, can lead to a structural system being selected 
which does not possess the true optimal characteristics. 
12.3 The Specification of Practical Structural Systems 
As stated in section 11.2, practical wings tend to 
exhibit a variation of the load level with the spanwise 
position. If the constra: ints discussed in section 11.3 were 
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neglected, the optimal structure defined by the variation 
of the configuration along the span, to suit the local 
load level, could be obtained in the following manner: 
Using the design process applied to the specimen struc- 
tuxe, box beam sections designed to constant load levels 
may be optimised. The optimal configurations, defined by 
these constant load level studies, can be matched to the 
variation of the load level along the span, thus giving the 
optimal wing structure. 
However, the practical constraints described in section 
11.3 cannot be ignored. Practical structural systems must be 
obtained by dividing the wing into discrete sections in a 
spanwise direction. The variation of the configuration of 
the individual wing sections can approximate to the optimal 
variation derived above, within the limits allowed by the 
practical constraints such as a linear skin taper and a con- 
stant stringer pitch. 
Alternative structural systems can investigate the effects 
of having differrent joint positionsp different numbers of 
joints and different variations of the configuration within 
the wing sections. 
12.4 The Evaluation of the System Values 
Because of the influence of component interaction effects, 
the weight and cost values for each practical structure must 
be carefully specified. 
I 
Assume that a structural system has m sections along 
the spang joined by m-1 joints. 
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The weight, W (lb. ), of the structural system is given 
by 
=m 
W (WS) i+ (Wi)j 
wliere (WS)i = the strucýural weight of the i 
th 
wing 
section sub-assembly (lb. ), 
and (WJ)i = the extra weight due to the joint at 
the i th and i+ 1th wing section 
sub-assemblies (lb. ). 
The cost, C (Z), of the structural system is given by 
i -_ mi= 1- 1* 
C (CS)i + (CJ)i 
(12.2) 
where (CS)i = the unit cost'of the i 
th 
wing section 
sub-assembly (Z), 
and (CJ)i = the cost of joining the i 
th 
and i+1 
th 
wing section sub-assemblies (4). 
12.5 The Practical Selection Process 
If n alternative structural systems are proposed, the 
best system may be located by using the selection process 
employed in the examination of the specimen structure. 
Incorporating the system values of a practical structural 
system in the merit function equation (2.27) gives 
v (12.3) 
where M merit function value of the j 
th 
structural 
system (lb. ), with j=I... n, 
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W weight of the j 
th 
structural system (lb. ), 
C cost of the jth structural system (9), 
VG= value of the global exchange rate 
(9/lb. ). 
The structural system having the minimum value of the merit 
function Mj gives the optimal solution. 
12.6 The Influence of Errors in the Practical Estimation 
Methods 
If errors are present in the practical methods of cost 
and weight estimation, the ability. to define a unique solu- 
tion is degraded. 
The errors inherent in the practical methods of cost 
and weight estimation should be assessed in the manner pro- 
posed in section 9.29 providing the data is available in a 
suitable form. The performance of the selection process 
when comparing alternative structural systems can then be 
judged by the incorporation of the relevant quantities in 
the sensitivity equationst which are presented in section 9.2. 
GBNERAL CONCLUSIONS 
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CONCLUSIONS 
A method of structural design has been formulated for 
the improvement of the economic performance of an aircraft 
project, by selecting the structural configuration which maxi- 
mises the airline profit generated by the aircraft over its 
life span. 
The selection of the optimal configuration is accom- 
plished using the global exchange rate parameter, the value 
of which is dependent on the characteristics of the partic- 
ular aircraft type. Although exchange rate values are widely 
used in the aircraft industry, a liýerature search failed to 
reveal a comprehensive definition of exchange rate. Thus 
the definition of three different types of exchange rate 
and the mathematical derivation of their values represents 
a significant contribution by this thesis. 
The ability to locate a unique solution is degraded in 
a practical environment by the effects of errors in the methods 
of cost and weight estimation and by the degree of complete- 
ness of the structural- component chosen for analysis. A 
valuable insight into the extent to which the selection process 
is affected by these factors is provided by the sensitivity 
analyses described in Chapters 9 and 10. 
The optimal analysis of the idealised aircraft wing dis- 
closes design trends which may be applied to the specifica- 
tion of the structural arrangements for future projects, 
providing allowance is made for the simplifying assumptions 
adopted in the analysis. 
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The most interesting design trend is the decrease in 
the value of the detail exchange rate at which the optimal 
structure changes from an aluminium alloy to a titanium alloy 
design as the design load level is increased. Indeed, at 
a load level of 10,000 lb. /in., the value of the global 
exchange rate for an aircraft project need only be greater 
than Z61/lb. for the optimal design to use titanium alloy 
materialv a value which is well within the range of global 
exchange rate values in use at the present time for civil 
subsonic aircraft. 
The results indicate that titanium alloy represents a 
practical proposition for airframe applicationst providing 
the load level is high enough to enable the weight saving 
potential of the material, relative to aluminium alloy, to 
be fully exploited. 
Suggestions for Further Work 
The following courses of investigation could be profit- 
ably pursued to develop the findings of the research work 
reported in this thesis: 
i) The design process may be applied to other structural 
components, an aircraft's fuselage forming an ideal 
subject for further analysis. 
ii) Alternative types of construction, different materials 
and different production methods may be considered to 
widen the scope of the possible solutions. 
iii) When dealing with a specific aircraft project the assump- 
tions made in the mathematical derivation of the 
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break-even exchange rate value should be modified, 
if necessary, to accommodate the particular character- 
istics of the aircraft type under examination. 
iv) An assessment, using statistical techniques, should be 
made of the magnitude of the errors in the methods 
of cost and weight estimation employed in past aircraft 
programs. The influence of these errors on the selec- 
tion process may then be determined using the sensit- 
ivity equations. If possibl%. improvements should be 
sought in the estimating methods to reduce the error 
levels. 
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APPBNDIX 
THE COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR THE EVALUATION OF 
THB STRUCTURAL WBIGHT 
Complex equations had to be solved in the weight analysis 
area of the design process. A computer program was written 
to undertake the solution of these equations in order to 
ensure accuracy and to expedite the process. 
An existing computer program was used for the evaluation 
of the spar weight of the specimen structure. 
All programs, excepting the Diagonal Tension Analysis 
program, satisfied the requirements of the Egdon Algol operat- 
ing system of the English Blectic-Leo K. D. F. 9 computing faci- 
lity at the University of Salford. 
A1.1 A Computer Program Solution of the Structural Design 
Equations 
The main constraints imposed on the internal dimensions 
of the box beam were applied by the structural design equa- 
tions, which are presented in section 3.3. 
The following computer program solves the structural 
design equations and presents the results in a non-dimensionalise( 
form. The program output gives the values of the tension 
cover, compression cover and rib thicknesses and the rib pitch, 
required for structural integrity, over a range of values of 
the end loading and the structural efficiency factor. 
The sequence of the data input is as follows: 
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d= box beam depth (in. ). 
e= material modul-as of elasticity (lb. /in. 
2 
b= number of non-dimensional loading coefficients 
under examination, 
p= 
3 
material density (lb. /in. 
x= lowest structural efficiency factor value, 
y structural efficiency factor step length, 
z= highest structural efficiency factor value, 
fc = material 0.1% proof stress (lb. /in. 
2 )P 
i 
ft = material ultimate tensile stress (lb. /in. 
2 
tcmin = minimum gauge constraints on the covers (in. ), 
palum. = density of aluminium. alloy material (lb. /in. 
3), 
fcalum = 0.1% proof stress of aluminium. alloy material 
(lb. /in. 2 )9 
fr = Farrar efficiency factor applied to the ribs, 
tcalum. = minimum gauge constraint applied to the aluminium 
alloy covers (in. ), 
xx[j] = lowest value of the non-dimensional loading coef- 
ficient, 
xx[b] = highest value of the non-dimensional loading 
coefficient. 
The program listing is as follows: 
SOLUTION OF THE STRUCTURAL DESIGN EQUATIONS 
ýýin integer ifl, f22b; 
real fifr2djejpjxjyjzifcjftytemin, trminjpalumlfcalumspratio, 
fcratio., tealum.. tcratio; 
fl: =layout(L2s-d. dddp+ndl); f2: =layout(j2s-d. dddz+ndcj); 
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open(20); open(30); 
d: --read(20); e: ---read(20); b: =read(20); p: =read(20); 
x: =read(20); y: =read(20); z: ---read(20); 
fc: =read(20); ft: =read(20); tcmin: =read(20); 
palum: =read(20); fcalum: =read(20); fr: =read(20); 
tealum: =read(20); 
write(30. pfl., d); write(30.. fl., e); write(30., fl., b); 
write(30., flip); write(30.. fl., x); write(30., f2., y); 
write(30ifliz); write(30. ofl., fe); 
write(30jfl,, ft); write(30, f2, temin); write(30,, fl, palum); 
write(30pfljfcalum); write(30sfljfr); 
newline (30,, 3); 
writetext(30., [WING*DEPTH*=*]); write(30, f2.. d); 
trmin: =tcmin; 
feratio: =fcalum/fe; 
tcratio: =tcalum/tcmin; 
pratio: =palum/p; 
begin real array aa; ab, acjadjaejaflagiah,, ajjaopt, wcajwcbs 
wccjwcdjwcejwcfjwcgjwchjwcjswcompjwten., wtot., wera., wcrbI 
wcrcjwcrd, wcrejwcrfjwcrgjwcrhswcrjpwta$wtbjwtc, trajtrbI 
treltrd2tre2trfptrgitrhjtrjjmlxxlzz[l: bl; 
xx ( 11 : =read (20); 
xx[b] : =read(20); 
close(20); 
write(30jf2jxx[II); write(30., f2, xx[bl); 
for f:. =x atep y until z do 
begin writet(30jiEFFICIENCY*FACTOR*=*]); 
write (30jf2 If 
); 
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newline(3()., 2); 
for i: =1 step 1 until b do 
begin xxlil: =xxlll+(i-I)X(xx[bl-xx[ll)/(b-1); 
zz[il: --xx[ilxfcratio; 
nn[il: =zzli]XfcXtcminxtcratio; 
tra(i] : =I/teratio; 
wca(i]: =1/(pratioxtcratio); 
wera[il: =(I+(nn[ilxtrminxd)/(fT2xeXtcminT3))/(pratioxtcratio); 
aa[il: =tcminxfT2xe/(nn[ilxtcratio); 
aopt(i] : =aa(il 
wcomp[i] : --wcra(i]; 
trb[i]: =fx(2xtcminxnn(il/e)T. 5/(frxtrminxteratio); 
ab[il: =aa(i]; 
wcb(i] : =1/(pratioxtcratio); 
wcrb[il: =(, l/tcratio+(dxtrb[ilxtrmin)/(ab[ilxtcalumT2))/pratio; 
if trb[il>tra[il then 
begin aoPt[il: =ab(i]; 
wcomp[i] : --werb[i]; 
end; 
ac[i] : =aa(i]; 
wcc[il: =I/(pratioXtcratio); 
trc[il: ---2Xnn[ilxtcminxfT2/(dxfcxtrminxtcratio); 
werc[il: =(I/teratio+(dxtrc[iIxtrmin)/(ac[ilxtcalumT2))/Pratio; 
if trc(i]>trb(i] and trc[il>tra[il then 
begin aopt[il: =ac[i]; 
wcomp[i]: ---wcrc[i]; 
2. r i ad'; 
ad[il: =((4xfT2xdT2xtrminT2xe)/(nn[i]xtcaluml'3))l'(1/3); 
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trd [iI: =1 /tc rat io; 
wed[il: =((2xnn[ilxdxtrmin)/(exfT2xtcaluMT3))T(1/3)/pratio; 
werd[il: =1.5xwcd[il; 
if wcd[i]>wca(l] and trd[il>trc(il and trd[il>trb[i] then 
begin aopt[il: =ad(i]; 
wcomp(i] : --wcrd(i]; 
end; 
ae[il: =(4.5xdT2xfT3xnn(il'T. 5/(frT2xeT. 5))l'. 4/tcalum; 
tre[il: =(12xnn[iIT4xfT4xd/(frT6xeT4))T. 2/(trminxtcratio); 
wce[il: =(ae[ilxtcalum)T. 5xnn[i]T. 5/(el'. 5xfxpratioxtcalum); 
wcre[il: --wce[il+dxtre[ilxtmin/(pýe(ilxtcalumT2xpratio); 
if wce(il>wcd(il and wce[il>wca(il and tre[il>trd[il and 
tre[i]>trc[il and tre[il>trb[il then 
begin aopt[il: =ae[i); 
wcomp(il: =wcre(i1; 
and; 
af[il: ---2Xnn[i]XfT2/(fcxtcalum); 
trf[il: --2Tl. 5xnn(i]T2xfT2/(eT. 5xdxfcTl. 5xtrminxtcratio); 
wcf[il: ==ýLfli]T. 5xnn[i]T. 5/(eT. 5xfxpratioxtcalumT. 5); 
wcrf[il: =wcf(i]+dxtrf(iIxtrmin/(af[ilxtcalumT2xpratio); 
if wcf[il>wce(i] andwcf[il>wcd(il andwcf[il>wca[il and 
trf(i]>tre(i] and trf[il>trd(il andtrf[il>trc(i] and 
trf(il>trb[il then 
begin aopt[il : =af (i]; 
wcomp(i]: --werf[i]; 
end; 
ag[il: --nn[ilxexfT2/(fcT2xtcalum); 
trg[il: =I/tcratio; 
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wcg[il: =zz[il/pratio; 
wcrg[il: =(zz[il+dxtrmin/(ag[i]xtcalumT2))/pratio; 
if wcg(i]>wcf[il and wcg[il>wce[il andwcg(i]>wcd[i] and 
wcg[i]>wca(il and trg(il>trf(i] and trg[il>tre(il and 
trg[il>trc(i] and trg[il>trb[il then 
begin aopt(il : =--ag[i]; 
wcomp[i]: =wcrg[i1; 
end; 
ah(il : =aglil; 
trh[il: ---nn[i]xfx2T. 5/(frxeT. 5xfcT. 5xtrminxtcratio); 
wch[il: =zz[il/pratio; 
werh[il: =(zz[i]+dxtrh[ilxtrmin/(ah(i]xtcalumT2))/pratio; 
if weh[il>wcf[il and wch[il>wce[il and wch[il>wcd(il and 
wch[il>wca[il and trh[il>trg[il and trh[il>trf[il. and 
trh[il>tre[il and trh[il>tre[il and trh[il>trb(i] then 
begin aopt[il: =ah(i]; 
wcomp[il: --werh[i]; 
end; 
aj[il : =ag[il; 
trj[il: --2xnn(i]T2xfT2/(dxfcT2Xtrminxtcratio); 
wcj[il: =zz(il/pratio; 
wcrj(il: =(zz[i]+dxtrj[ilxtrmin/(aj[i]XtcalumT2))/pratio; 
if wcj[i]>wcf[i] and wcj[il>wce(il and wcj[il>wcd[il and 
wcj[il>wca(i] and trj[il>trh(il and trj(il>trg(i] and 
trj[i]>trf(i] and trj[i]>tre(il and trj[il>tre[i] and 
trj[il>trb(i] then 
begin aopt(il: =aj[i]; 
wcomp[il: ---wcrj[il; 
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end; 
wta[il: =I/(pratioxtcratio); 
wten(il: =wta(i]; 
wtb[il: --nn(il/(ftXteminxpratioxteratio); 
if wtb[il>wta[i] thenwten[il: --wtb[i]; 
wtc(i]: =((aopt[i]xnn[il/2)/(extcalumxfT2))T(1/2)/pratio; 
if wtc(il>wtb[il and wtc[il>wta(il then 
wten[il: --Wtc[i]; 
wtot(il: ---wcomp(il+wten(i1; 
end; 
writet(3OjLMINIMUM*TOTALv-WEIGHT[2c3slW/(tcminxP) 
(6s]N/(Fxtcmin)i2c]]); 
for i: = 1 step I until b do 
12ýnn write(30jf1jwt0trij); 
write(30, f2jxx(i1); 
2. nd; 
writet(30jil-2c]MINIMUM*COMPRESSION*COVER*PLUS*RIB*WEIGHT 
i2c3s]-W/(tcminxP)[6s]N/(Fxtcmin)[2c]]); 
for i: = I step 1 until b do 
ýýinwrlte(30jfljwcomPlil); 
write(30jf2jxx[i1); 
2nd; 
writet (30, L12C I MINIMUM*TENSION* COVER* WEIGHT 
(2c3s W/(tcminxP) 
(6s]N/(Fxtcmin)i2c]]); 
for i: = 1 step I until b do 
begin write(30., f1., wten[i1); 
write(30., f2.. xx(ij); 
end; 
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writet(30j[COMPRESSION*CQVER*WEIGHT[2c44s]W/(tcminxP)[47sI 
N/(Fxtcmin)[c6s]a[l2s]b[12s]c[12s]d[12s]e[12s]f [12s]g[12s] 
h[12s] J[2c] 1 ); 
for i: =l step I until b do 
bpLin write(30., fl., wca(il); write(30., flwcb(il); 
write(30., fl., Wcclil); write(30., fl., wed[il); 
write(3()., fl., wce[il); write(30., fl.. wcf[il); 
write(30jfljwcglil); write(3()., fl, wch(ii); 
write(30., fl.. wcJ[il); writef%30, f2, xx[i]); 
end; 
writet(302LCOMPRESSIDN*CDVER*PLUSv-RIB*WEIGHT[2c44s]W/(tcminxP) 
[478]N/(Fxtcmin)[c6sla[12slb[12slc[12s]d[12s]e[12slf[12slg[12sI 
h[12s]JL2c I]); 
for i: =l step 1 until b do 
beoin write(30, fllwcra(il); write(30sfl., wcrb[il); 
write(30.. fl. pwcrc(il); write(30.. flpwcrd(il); 
write(30.. fl. pwcre(il); write(30,, fl, wcrf(il); 
write(30.. fl., wcrg[il); write(30.. fl,, werh[i]); 
write(30.. fl.. wcrj[il); write(30if2lxx[i]); 
end; 
writet(30liTENSION*COVER*WEIGHT[2cl5s]W/(tcminxP)113sI 
N/(Fxtcmin)ic6s]a[12s]b[12s]c[2c]]); 
for i: =1 R. Lep 1 until b do 
begi write(30. ofl., wta(II); write(30., fl.. wtb[i]); 
write(30. pfl., wte(i]); write(30., 
f2., xx[i]); 
2nd; 
writet(30jiRIB*SPACING[2c44s]A/(temin)[47SIN/(Fxtcmin)[c6sI 
a[12s]b[12slc[12sld[12sle[12slf[12slgil2s]h[12s]J(2c]]); 
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for i: =1 step 1 until b do 
beý. rin write(30., f 1 aa(il ); write(30, tf I., ab(i] 
write(30.. fl, ac(i]); write(30.. fl, ad[i]); 
write(30ifl, ae[il); write(30., fl, af[il); 
write(30, fl, ag[il); write(30, fl, ah(i]); 
write(30, fl, ai[il); write(30, f2, xx[il); 
ýnd; 
writet (30., 113c 1 RIB-r THICKNESS [2c44s I tr/trmin[47slN/(Fxtcmin) 
[c6sla[12s]b[12slc[12s]d[12s]e[12s]f[12s]g[12s]h[12s]J(2c]]); 
for i: =1 atep 1 until b do 
begin write(30, fl., tra[i]); write(ý0.. flptrb[il); 
write(30. ofl.. trc(il); write(30. tfl, ptrd[i]); 
write(30iflitre[il); write(30iflitrf(i]); 
write(30sfljtrg[il); write(30., fl., trh[i]); 
write(30sfl, trj[il); write(303f2lxx[i]); 
2nd; 
newline(3Oj3); 
end; 
! Ind; 
close(30); 
end 
A1.2 The Diagonal Tension Analysis Program 
This program, which was written by Robinson(15) for 
the diagonal tension analysis of flat panels in shear, has 
been used to evaluate the spar weight of the specimen 
structure. 
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An iterative approach had to be adopted in the selec- 
tion of a spar which was capable of carrying the applied 
shear load, since the program output gave the stresses in 
the various members of a shear panel. 
A constraint was applied to the main spar dimension, 
namely the spar stiffener pitch, by the operative rib 
pitch. In practice, the rib pitch is a multiple of the 
spar stiffener pitch. Hence the rib pitch was determined 
using the computer program described in section A1.1 before 
the diagonal tension analysis was undertaken. 
Details of the input data required and the form of 
program output are given in ref. 15. 
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APPENDIX 
THE PRODUCTION COST BQUATIONS AND THE ASSOCIATBD 
PRODUCTION COST ANALYSIS COMPUTBR PROGRAM 
As mentioned in section 4.3.2, production cost equations 
were evolved to expedite the process of calculating the 
direct labour time required to produce each structural 
system. 
The production method for each structural system was 
separated into three stages, as follows: 
i) the detail manufacture stage, 
ii) the sub-assembly stage, 
iii) the final assembly stage. 
The dominant operations in each production stage were 
determined. Each operation was expressed in the form. of an 
equation giving the direct labour time expended on the process. 
A summation procedure was employed to determine the total 
labour time required to produce the structure; this value 
being increased by a suitable scale factor to take account 
of those operations omitted from the production cost equations. 
The relevant cost factor, stated in Chapter 4, was applied 
to convert the direct labour time into a total production 
cost, including the overhead allowance and the cost due to 
the production learning effect. 
To facilitate the evaluation of the production cost 
equations for each structural system, computerised solutions 
were adopted, since many calculations were involved in these 
analyses. 
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A2.1 The Production Cost Equations for the Chemically 
Etched and the Basic Aluminium Alloy Structural 
Systems 
Using the following production cost equations, the 
production costs of the chemically etched and the basic alum- 
inium alloy designs were evaluated, since the only extra 
process required for the production of the chemically etched 
design was the etching of lands on panels 1 and 2. The cost 
of the chemical etch process was evaluated separately. 
The production cost equations were based on the produc- 
tion method description given in section 5.2.2. The main 
operations involved in the production method were manual 
drilling, the insertion and removal of pegs, deburring, 
countersinking, application of protective treatment, manual 
and automatic riveting and handling. 
The Drivmatic automatic riveting machine was used for 
the attachment of the stiffeners to panels 1,2,3 and to 
the ribs, requiring the manual tack riveting of 10% of the 
holes to locate the items. The time taken for the automatic 
riveting process was based on the following operation times: 
i) The drilling time taken per hole, which is depen- 
dent on drill diameter and stock thickness. The 
values used are presented in fig. A2.1. 
ii) The automatic cycle time taken by the machine to 
feed and squeeze the rivet, which is a constant 
for a specific machine type. The value used is 
presented in Table A2.3. 
iii) The time taken, tx, to mark hole postions and to 
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align the machine between rivets along a row, and 
the time taken, ty, to traverse the machine 
between rows. The length of time involved in these 
operations depends on the handling and position- 
ing system in use. The values used are presented 
in Table A2.3. 
The total production time was given by the summation of 
the detail manufacture, the sub-assembly and the final 
assembly times. The individual production cost equationsp 
for each of these stages, are as follows: 
The equation giving the detail manufacture time, dtimep 
in minutes is 
dtime =x-ý tc - (cla + c1b) + td . nr 
* ts . 
(sa + sb +2 (sc + sd)) + aa/(10 . dt) 
* ba/(10 . dt) + 1.1 
ab/dt +2. bb/dt 
*2- db/dt ý- (A2.1) 
The equation giving the sub-assembly time, stime, in 
minntes is 
stime =y- -C m. (sa + sb) +2-n- sc 
+(2 /pu +2 /po + 
3/deb 
+ 
1/dt) 
(aa + ab/2 + ba + 
U/2 
+ ca + cb)/10 + 
/csk + /cskr) - (aa + 
ab/2 + ba + 
bb /2) 
+1 /snpr (ca + cb)/10 + (dma + tx) . 
0.9 
. (aa + 
ab/2) + (dmb + tx) . 0.9 . 
(ba +bb /2) 
+ (dmc + tx) . 0.9 . 
(cb + ca) + ty 
. 
(sa + sb + sc) I (A2.2) 
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The equation giving the final assembly time, ftime, in 
minutes is 
ftime =z. 
ý (ab + bb) - (l/(2 - dt) + 
1/(2 
- esk) 
0.2 - (l/Pu + 
l/Po) + 1-5/deb + 
'/(2 
- cskr)) 
(ac + bc) . 
(1/dt + 
1/csk 
+ 0.4 
.(1 
/pu + 
i/PO) 
+ 3/deb + 
1/cskr) 
+ (da + db) 
0(1 /dt +1 /av + 0.4 -(1 /pu +1 /po) + 4/deb) 
ea . (1/dt + 
1/pu + 1/po + 4/deb + 
1/snpr) 
+ fa .(1 
/dt + 0.4 (1/pu + 
1/po) + 4/deb 
/snpr) + conj (A2.3 
The total production time, ttime, in minutes is 
ttime = dtime + stime + ftime (A2.4) 
Most of the variable used in the above production cost 
equations are defined in the computer program description 
given in section A2.1.1, the remainder being defined as 
f ollows: 
ea = number of cleat holes, 
sd = number, per panel, of panel 3 and 4 extrustion 
angles, 
tc = production time per cleat (mins. ), 
td = production time per rib (mins. ), 
ts = production time per stringer (mins. ), 
tx = indexing time for the automatic riveting 
machine (mins. ), 
ty = traverse time for the automatic riveting 
machine (mins. ). 
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A2.1.1 Computer program description 
The following computer program was used to solve 
the above production cost equations. The sequence of 
data input required by the program is as follows: 
sa = number of panel 1 stringers, 
sb = number of panel 2 stringers, 
sc = numberper panel, of panel 3 and 4 stiffeners, 
nr = number of ribs, 
cla = number of panel 1 cleats, 
clb = number of panel 2 cleats, 
aa = number of panel 1Z stringer rivets, 
ab = number of panel 1 extrusion angle rivetsp 
ac = number of panel 1 rib flange rivetsp 
ba = number of panel 2 Z stringer rivets, 
bb = number of panel 2 extrusion angle rivets, 
be = number of panel 2 rib flange rivets, 
ca = number of panel 3 extrusion angle rivets, 
cb = number of panel 3 stiffener rivets, 
da = number of panel 4 extrusion angle rivets, 
db = number of panel 4 stiffener rivets, 
fa = number of rib stiffener rivets, 
ta = panel 1 skin thickness (s. w. g. ), 
tsa = panel 1 stringer thickness (s. w. g. ), 
tb = panel 2 skin thickness (s. w. g. ), 
tsb = panel 2 stringer thickness (s. w. g. ), 
tc = panel 3 and 4 skin thickness (s. w. g. ), 
tcb = panel 3 and 4 stiffener thickness (s. w. g. ), 
tab = panel 3 and 4 extrusion angle thickness (s. w. g. )y 
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tr rib thicImess (s. w. g. ), 
daa, dfa, = rivet diameters (in. ) corresponding to 
rivets listed aa - fa, 
av = blind rivet rate (no. /min. ), 
pu = rate of peg insertion (no. /min. ). 
po = rate of peg removal (no. /min. ), 
deb = deburring rate (no. /min. ), 
k= upper limit of drill diameter array, 
upper limit of material gauge array, 
detail manufacture scale factor, 
y= sub-assembly scale factor, 
z= final assembly scale factor, 
in = cost factor related to the number of stringers 
(mins. /stringer), 
n= cost factor related to the number of web 
stiffeners (mins. /stringer), 
dma, dmb, dmc = automatic rivet time comprising the 
automatic cycle time plus the drill 
time related to the stock thickness 
of panels 1,2 and 3 respectively 
(mins. ), 
con = time allowance for handling and application of 
treatment (mins. ), 
dd [1: k] drill diameter array (in. ), 
csk [1: k] countersink rate (no. /min. ) corresponding 
to diameters dd, 
cskr [1: k] = countersink rivet rate (no. /min. ) cor- 
responding to diameters dd, 
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snpr [1: k] = snaphead rivet rate (no. /min. ) corres- 
ponding to diameters dd, 
g [1: 1] material gauge array (s. w. g. ), 
dt [1: kp 1: 1] = manual driii rate array (no. /min. ). 
The program listing is as follows: 
EVALUATION OF THE PRODUCTION COST OF THE BASIC 
, ALUMINIUM ALLOY DESIGN 
begin pr2cedure drilltime(a,, b.. c,, de, fgjh); 
value gyh; 
real d, ef; 
integer gjh; 
real array asb3c; 
begin intege ijuiv; 
for i: =1 step I until g do 
if d-a[il<. 001 then begin u: =i; 
goto ha; 
end; 
ha: for i: = 1 step 1 until h do 
if e-b[il<. 001 then begin v: =i; 
goto hb; 
end; 
hb: f: =c[u, vl; 
enddrilltime; 
procedure selection(abc, d,, e); 
value e; 
real c, d; 
integer e; 
real array ab; 
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begin integer ipu; 
for i: = I step 1 until e do 
if c-a[il<. 001 then begi u: =i; 
&oto hc; 
end; 
hc: d: =b[ul; 
end selection; 
begin integer i., JpkpljsjfIpf2; 
real sa. sbjsc, nrpclajclbpaapabjacjbapbbpbclcapcb., dz., r-'ý, ) 
eapfaptajtsajtbjtsbjtcptcbptabptrpdaapdabsdacidba, dbbpdbej 
dcaldcbpddapddb: deatdfajav. pu, po. deb, x, ypz,, mjnldrnapdmb3dmcI 
dtime., stimelftime: ttime3p3r., con; 
fl: =layout([2s-d. ddddlo+ndl); f2: =layout(i2s-d. ddddr+ndel); 
open(20); 
sa: =read(20); sb: =read(20); sc: =read(20); nr: =read(20); 
cla: =read(20); clb: =read(20); aa: =read(20); ab: =read(20); 
ac: =read(20); ba: =read(20); bb: =read(20); bc: =read(20); 
ca: =read(20); cb: =read(20); da: =read(20); db: =read(20); 
fa: =read(20); ta: =read(20); tsa: =read(20); tb: =read(20); 
tsb: =read(20); tc: =read(20); tcb: =read(20); tab: =read(20); 
tr: =read(20); daa: =read(20); dab: =read(20); dac: =read(20); 
dba: =read(20); dbb: =read(20); dbc: =read(20); dca: =read(20); 
dcb: =read(20); dda: =read(20); ddb: =read(20); dea: =read(20); 
dfa: =read(20); av: =read(20); pu: =read(20); po: =read(20); 
deb: =read(20); k: =read(20); l: =read(20); x: =read(20); 
y: =read(20); z: =read(20); m: =read(20); n: =read(20); 
dma: =read(20); dmb: =read(20); dmc: =read(20); con: =read(20); 
close(20); 
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ea: =4x(cla + c1b); 
open (30); 
write (30., f I, sa); write (30., f 1 j, sb); write 
(30 yf2 . sc); 
write (30., f I., nr); write (30.. f I ,c la); write (30,, f2, c1b); 
write(30., f ltaa); write(30.. f I., ab); write(3O.. f2., ac); 
write(30, f 1 ba); write(30, f I bb); write(3O, f2jbc); 
write(30. sf 1., ca); write(30.. f 1,, cb); write(30., f2., da); 
write(30yf 1 $db) ; write (30., f1 ea); write(30, f2xfa); 
write(30., f I ta); write(30.. f 1 tsa); write(30,, f2, ptb),: 
write(30., f 1 , tsb); write(30, f 1, tc); write (30., f2. j tcb); 
write(30.. f I tab); write(30.. fl., tr); write(30., f2,, daa); 
write(30sf 1 dab); write(30,, f 1,, dac); write(30jf2, dba); 
write(30, fljdbb); write(30jfl, dbc); write(30jf2$dea); 
write(30iflodca); write(30. tfl,, dcb); write(3O, f2sdda); 
write(30., fl, ddb); write(3O. fl., dfa); write(30.. f2., av); 
write(30. sfl., pu); write(30,, fl., po); write(30lf2, deb); 
write(30, fl, k); write(3c)., fl., l); write(30. pf2jx); 
write(3()., fl. oy); write(30.. fl, z); write(3O.. f2.. m); 
write(30, fl,, n); write(30., fl, dma); write(30., f2., dmb); 
write(3()., fl., dme); write(30., f2, con); 
close(30); 
begin real a=a ddseskpcskrjsnpr[l: kl., g(1: 11., dt(l: k3l: ll; 
open(20); 
for i: = 1 asLep 1 until k do dd[il: =read(20); 
for i: = 1 step I until k do csk(i1: =read(20); 
for i: =l step 1 until, k do cskr[i1: --read(20); 
for i: = I step 1 until k do snpr[i]: =read(20); 
for i: = I step 1 until 1 do g[il: =read(20); 
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for i: = I 21ep 1 until k do 
for J: = I step I until I dodt[ijjl: =read(20); 
close(20); 
comment In the next block the detail assembly time 
is evaluated., 
dtime: =cla + clb + 5xnr; 
drilltime(ddlgjdtsdaajtsa, r, k, l); 
dtime: =dtime + (4+aa/(loxsaxr))xsa; 
drilltime(ddjgpdtpdbastsblrlk, l); 
dtime: =dtime + (4+ba/(10xsbxr))Xsb; 
drilltime(ddsgidtidab, tab., rlkpl); 
dtime: =dtime + (4+. 55xab/(2xr))x4; 
drilltime(dd.. g. ldtjdcaltab2r, kll); 
dtime: =dtime +(4+bb/(2xr))x4; 
drilltime(dd., g, ldt., dcb., teb., r. pk. pl); 
dtime: =dtime + (4+db/(scxr))x2xsc; 
dtime: =xxdtime; 
comment In the next block the sub assembly time 
is evaluated; 
stime: =mx(sa+sb)+nx2xsc; 
drilltime(ddlgjdt2daa., ta$r2k, l); 
p: =(aa+ab/2)/10; 
stime: =stime + (P/PU4-P/Po)x2+P/r+3xP/deb; 
selection(dd, cskidaalrik); 
stime: =stime+p/r; 
selection(dd2cskrjdaa, r, k); 
stime: =stime+p/r; 
p: =Pxg; 
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stime: =stime+px. 055+sax. 15+pxdma; 
drilltime(ddpgpdt., dbastbIrsk2l); 
p: =(ba+bb/2)/10; 
stime: =stime+(p/pu+p/po)x2+P/r+3xp/deb; 
selec tion(dd., eskjdbat r., k); 
stime: =stime+p/r; 
selection(ddpcskrpdbaprpk); 
s time: =s time4-p/r; 
P: =PX9; 
stime: =stime+px. 055+sbx. 15+pxdmb; 
drilltime(ddpgpdtjdcb, tclrpy,.. l); 
P: =(Cb+ca)/l 0; 
stime: =stime+(p/pu+p/po)x2+p/r+3xp/deb; 
selection(ddj, cskjdcb3rjk); 
stime: =stime-ý-p/r; 
selection(dd,, snpr, qdcb., r., k); 
stime: =stime+p/r; 
P: =PX9; 
stime: =stime+pX. 055+scx. 15+pxdme; 
stime: =stimexy; 
comment In the next block the final assembly time 
is evaluated; 
ftime: =con; 
drilltime(ddjg3dt2dealtsapr3k, l); 
ftime: =ftime+ea/r; 
selection(ddi-snpr., dea. ir., k); 
ftime: =ftime+ea/r+ea/pu+ea/po+4xea/deb; 
drilltime(dd, gidt, dac. ta, r, k,, l); 
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f. time: =ftime+ac/r; 
selection(ddicsk., dae.. r., k); 
ftime: =ftime+ac/r+(ac/ýu+ac/ýo)x. 4+3xac/deb; 
selection(ddocskrsdacprik); 
f time: =f time-Lac/r; 
drilltime(dd, gpdtpdbcstbir, kil); 
ftime: =ftime+bc/r; 
selection(ddjcskjdbc. ýr., k); 
ftime: =ftime+bc/r+(bc/pu+bc/po)x. 4+3xbc/deb; 
selection(dd, cskrjdbcjrok); 
ftime: =ftime+bc/r; 
s: -=O; 
hd: drilltime(ddjgldt, dab2talrjkjl); 
ftime: =ftime+ab/(2xr); 
selection(dd, esk. dablrjk); 
ftime: =ftime+ab/(2xr)+(ab/Pu+ab/Po)X. 2+1.5xab/deb; 
selection(ddleskr, dabjrjk); 
ftime: =ftime+ab/(2xr); 
s: =s+l; 
if s>1 then goto he else begin ab: =bb; 
dab: =dbb; 
ta: =tb; 
Eoto hd; 
end; 
he: drilltime(ddlgjdtldfajtr, rk, l); 
ftime: =ftime+fa/r; 
selection(ddjsnprjdfajrsk); 
ftime: =ftime+fa/r+(fa/Pu+fa/po)/2.5+4xfa/deb; 
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drilltime(dd, g, dtlddb, tclr, kjl); 
ftime: =ftime+db/r-ý-db/ýv+(db/pu+db/po)/ý. 5+4xdb/deb; 
drilltime(dd, g, dtydda, tc., r., k., l); 
ftime: =ftime+da/r+da/ýv+(da/pu+da/Po)/ý. 5+4xda/ýleb; 
ftime: =ftimexz; 
ttime: =dtime+stime-Lftime; 
open(30); 
writet(3OjL[3c]TORSION*BOXv-PRODUCTION*COST, *ANALYSIS[2cI 
DETAIL*MANUFACTURE*COST[cll); 
write(30., f2., dtime); 
writet(30.. LMINUTES[2c]SUB*A. SSEMBLY*COST[cll); 
write(30jf2pstime); 
writet(30, LMINUTES[2c]FINAL*ASSEMBLY*COST[cli); 
write(30jf2jftime); 
writet(30, LMINUTES[2c]TOTAL*PRODUCTION-COST[ell); 
write(30., f2j, ttime); 
writet(30., LMINUTESI); 
close(30); 
end; 
tnd; 
end 
Two useful procedures were employed extensively 
throughout both aluminium alloy production cost 
programs. 
Procedure "drilltime" is essentially a method of 
selecting the correct drill rate for the operative 
combination of drill diameter and material thickness. 
Information on the drill rates required for combinations 
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of drill diameter and stock thickness was held in a 
data file, and the correct value was selected using 
a comparative procedure. The values used are presented 
on Table A2.1. 
Procedure "selection" functioned in a similar 
manner to I'drilltimelf, allowing the correct counter- 
sinking rate or riveting rate to be selected for a 
given hole diameter. The values used are presented 
on Table A2.2. 
The values used in the computer programs for the 
other production processes are presented on Table 
A2.3. 
A2.2 The Production Cost Equations for the Spin 
Dimpled Aluminium Alloy Structural System. 
The production cost equations were based on the produc- 
tion method description given in section 5.2.4. The basic 
difference between the production methods of the spin 
dimpled design and the basic design was the use of spin 
dimpling, rather than cut-countersinking, to produce a flush 
finish for panels 1 and 2. 
The time taken to produce a completed joint was allowed 
for in the cost equations by applying a production rate 
based on the combined time of drilling, peg insertion and 
removal, application of treatment, spin dimpling and 
riveting for one fastener. The value used is given on 
Table A2.3. 
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The equation giving the detail manufacture time, dtimep 
in minutes is 
dtime =x. 
itc 
. 
(cla + c1b) + td . nr +2. ts . 
(sc + sd) + 1.1 . ab/dt +2. 
(bb/dt + db/dt)ý 
(A2.5) 
The equation giving the sub-assembly timep stimeg in 
minutes is 
stime =y. 
ý (2/p u+ 
2/po 
+ 
1/dt 
+ 
3/deb 
+ 
1/snpr) 
. 
(ca + cb)/10 + 0.9 . 
(ca + cb) . 
(dmc + tx) 
+ ty . sc 
ý (A2.6) 
The equation giving the final assembly time, ftime, in 
minutes is 
ftime =z .ý 
1/spind 
. 
(aa, + ab + ac + ba + bb + bc) 
(da + db) .(1 
/dt +1 /av + 0.4 -( 
I/pu 
+ 
1/po) 
4/deb) 
+ ea . 
(1/dt + 
1/snpr 
+ 
1/pu 
+ 
1/po 
4/deb) + fa .(I /dt +I 
/snpr + 0.4 . 
( 1/pu + 
1/po) 
+ 
4/deb) + con 
ý (A2.7) 
The total production time, ttime, in minutes is 
ttime = dtime + stime + ftime (A2.8) 
A2.2.1 Computer program description 
I 
The following computer program was used to solve 
the above production cost equations. The sequence of 
data input required by the program is the same as for 
the preceding program up to, and including the variable 
n. After this the sequence of data input becomes: 
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dmc = automatic rivet time comprising the automatic 
cycle time plus the drill time related to the 
stock thickness of panel 3 (mins. ), 
con = time allowance for handling and application of 
treatment (mins. ), 
spind = production rate for a completed fastening(no. /min. ), 
From dd [1: kj the sequence remains the same as for the 
above program. 
The program listing is as follows: 
EVALUATION OF THE PRODUCTION COST OF THE SPIN 
DIMPLED ALUMINIUM ALLOY DESIGN 
begin procedure drilltime(a., b, c, de, fg, h); 
value gh; 
real d, e, f; 
integer g, h; 
real array a, bc; 
begin integer i, u., v; 
for i: =1 step I until g do 
if d-a(il<. 001 then begin u: =i; 
L: o t .2 ha; 
end; 
ha: for i: = I step 1 until h do 
if e-b[il<. 001 then begin v: =I; 
,L ýto hb; 
end; 
hb: f: =c[u, vl; 
enddrilltime; 
procedure selection(abcd., e); 
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va lue e; 
real c, d; 
integer e; 
real aEray a, b; 
begin integer iu; 
for i: = 1 step I until e do 
if c-a[il<. 001 then begin u: =i; 
goto he; 
and; 
he: d: =b[u]; 
end selection; 
begin integer i., j3k3ljsjf1jf2; 
real sajsbiscnrclaelblaasabjacjba)bblbc)ca, cbjdajdb, 
ea. falta. tsaltbltsb, tcjtcbstab. tr, daa, dab. dac, dbaldbb2dbc. ý 
dcaldcb3dda3ddbldea, dfa, av, pu, poideb, X. oY., Z., M,, n, dme, spind, 
dtime. stime, ftime, ttime, p, r, con; 
fl: =layout(i2s-d. ddddm+ndl); f2: =layout(i2s-d. ddddw+ndcl); 
open(20); 
sa: =read(20); sb: =read(20); sc: =read(20); nr: =read(20); 
cla: =read(20); clb: =read(20); aa: =read(20); ab: =read(20); 
ac: =read(20); ba: =read(20); bb: =read(20); bc: =read(20); 
ca: =read(20); cb: =read(20); da: =read(20); db: =read(20); 
fa: =read(2Q); ta: =read(20); tsa: =read(20); tb: =read(20); 
tsb: =read(20); tc: =read(20); tcb: =read(20); tab: =read(20); 
tr: =read(20); daa: =read(20); dab: =read(20); dac: =read(20); 
dba: =read(20); dbb: =read(20); dbc: =read(20); dca: =read(20); 
deb: =read(20); dda: =read(20); ddb: =read(20); dea: =read(20); 
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dfa: =read(20); av: =read(20); pu: =read(20); po: =read(20); 
deb: =read(20); k: =read(20); I: =read(20); x: =read(20); 
y: =read(20); z: =read(20); m: =read(20); n: =read(20); 
dmc: =read(20); con: =read(20); spind: =read(20); 
close(20); 
ea: =4x(cla + c1b); 
open(30); 
write(30. ofl. psa); write(30ifIlsb); write(30., f2,, sc); 
write(30,, fl., nr); write(3O., fl., cla); write(30jf2jclb); 
write(30.. fl., aa); write(30., fl., ab); write(30jf2jac); 
write(30. tfl.. ba); write(30, fljbb); write(30., f2., be); 
write(30., fl., ca); write(30., fl., cb); write(30., f2., da); 
write(30, pfl,, db); write(30, sfl., ea); write(3O, f2, fa); 
write(30, fl., ta); write(30jfljtsa); write(30lf2jtb); 
write(30iflitsb); write(30iflite); write(30if2, tcb); 
write(30jfl,, tab); write(30., fl-.. tr); write(30jf2jdaa); 
write(30., fl, dab); write(30., fl., dac); write(30., f2., dba); 
write(30., fl,, dbb); write(30.. fl., dbc); write(30if2, dea); 
write(30. pfl., dca); write(30, fl, dcb); write(30, f2,, dda); 
write(30., fl., ddb); write(30., fl,, dfa); write(30if2jav); 
write(30., fl, pu); write(3O. fl., po); write(30,, f2., deb); 
write(30sfljk); write(30, fljl); write(30., f2., x); 
write(30pfl, y); write(30., fl,, z); write(30. pf2., m); 
write(30.. fl., n); 
write(30ifl. pdmc); write(30jf2jcon); write(30jf2pspind); 
close(30); 
begin real array ddicskjcskr, snpr[l: k]., g[1: 11, dt[l: kol: ll; 
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open(20); 
for i: = 1 step 1 until k do dd[il: =read(20); 
for i: = 1 step I until k do csk[il: =read(20); 
for i: =1 step 1 until k do cskr[il: =read(20); 
for i: = 1 step I until k do snpr(il: =read(20); 
for i: = 1 step 1 until I do g[11: =read(20); 
for i: = 1 step 1 until k do 
for J: = 1 21,. n 1 until 1 dodt[i, j] : =read(20); 
close(20); 
comment In the next block the detail assembly time 
is evaluated; 
dtime: =cla + clb + 5xnr; 
drilltime(dd, gidt3dab3tabjrpk3l); 
dtime: =dtime + (4+. 55xab/(2xr))x4; 
drilltime(dd, g, dt, dca3tab., r., kjl); 
dtime: =dtime +(4+bb/(2xr))x4; 
drilltime(ddjg, dt., deb., teb., r,, k, sl); 
dtime: =dtime -ý- (4+db/(scxr))x2xsc; 
dtime : =xxd time; 
comment In the next block the sub assembly ti. me 
is evaluated; 
drilltime(ddlg, dt., dcbjtc, r, k, l); 
p: =(cb+ca)/l 0; 
stime: =(p/pu+p/po)x2+P/r+3xp/deb; 
selection(dd3cskjdcbjrsk); 
stime: =stime+p/r; 
selection(dd., snprjdcb, r, k); 
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stime: =stime+p/r; 
p: =Pxg; 
stime: =stime-i-px. ()55+scx. 15+pxdmc; 
stime: =stimexy; 
comment In the next block the final assembly time 
is evaluated; 
ftime: =con; 
drilltime(dd, g, dtideajtsa3r, k: l); 
ftime: =ftime+ea/r; 
selecti, ý)n(ddjsnprsdea., r, ý, -. 
); 
ft-*Lrne: =ftime+ea/r+ea/pu'-ea/pG+4Xea/deb; 
ftime: =ftime+(aa+ab-i-ac+ba4bb+bc)/spind; 
drilltime(dd., g., dt. ldfa., tr., r.. k., l); 
ftime: =ftime-; -fa/r; ' 
selection(ddjsnpr3dfairik); 
ftime: =ftime+fa/r+(fa, /pu+fa/po)/ý. 5+4xfa/deb; 
drilltime(ddog3dtlddbltc3r2kyl); 
ftime: =ftime_+db/r+db/ýv+(db/pu+db/Po)/ý. 5+4xdb/deb; 
drilltime(ddlgldt2dda3tc, r., k, l); 
ftime: =ftime+da/r+da/ýv-i-(da/Pu+da/Po)/ý. 5+4xda/deb; 
ftime: =ftimexz; 
ttime: =dtime-ý-stime+ftime; 
open(30); 
writet(303113elTORSION*BOX*PRODUCTION*COST'-ANALYSIS[2cI 
DETAIL*MANUFACTURE*COST[cll); 
write(30, f2ldtime); 
writet(30y[MINUTES[2c]SUB-ASSEMBLY-'ýCOST[c]]); 
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write(30if2lstime); 
writet(30, [MINUTES[2c]FI14AI, 'ASSEr4BLY*COST[cll); 
write(30jf2iftime); 
writet(30j[MI14UTES[2c]TO'. r'AL-Y, -PRODUCTION*COST[cll); 
write (30, f2, ttime); 
writet(30, [MINUTESI); 
close(30); 
end; 
end; 
end 
A2.3 The Production Cost Equations for the Titanium 
Alloy Structural System 
At the present time little use has been made of welded 
titanium structures in aircraft applicationsv so that informa- 
tion on practical production rates tends to be somewhat limited. 
Production rates are influenced to a great extent by the com- 
plexity of the welding apparatus and by the welding technique 
it employs. 
In the production method described in section 5.3.1 
two types of welding were employed, plasma arc welding and 
tungsten inert gas welding. For each welding method the 
production rate, used in the cost equations, was based on the 
total time required to clean the area to be welded and to com- 
plete the welding operation. The values used are given in 
Table A2.3, however, they may be subject to considerable 
variation in a practical application. 
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The equation giving the detail manufacture time, dtime, in 
minutes is 
dtime =x. 
ý (a +b+2. c+d. e) .r 
+ b) .12. c. n 
(nb +2. ns) .(I 
/dm +2 /deb) + dcon ý (A2.9) 
The equation giving the sub-assembly time, stime, in minutes 
is 
stime =y. 
ý (2 
. 
(a + b) .1+2. c. n+d. e. n) .t 
+ scon I (A2.10) 
The equation giving the final assembly time, ftime, is 
ftime =z. 
ý(2 
.d. m+2. f1+c. n+4-gu 
(nb +2. ns) .(1 
/dh + 
4/deb + 0.2 . 
(1/pu + 
1/po) 
/riv) + fcon I (A2.1 I) 
The total production time, ttime, in minutes is 
ttime = dtime + stime + ftime (A2.12) 
Most of the variables used in the above production cost 
equations are defined in the computer program description 
given in section A2.3-1, the remainder being defined as 
follows: 
f= number of panel 3 booms, 
g= number of panel 4 booms, 
1= box length (in. ), 
m= box chord (in. ), 
n= box depth (in. ), 
r= production time per stiffener (min. ), 
s= treatment time (min. /in. ), 
t= electron beam welding rate (min. /in. ), 
u= tungsten inert gas welding rate (min. /in. ). 
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A2.3.1 Computer program description 
The following computer program was used to solve 
the above production cost equations. The sequence of 
data input required by the program is as follows: 
a number of panel I stringers, 
b= number of panel 2 stringers, 
c= number, per panel, of panel 3 and 4 stringers, 
d= number of ribs, 
e= number of stiffeners per rib, 
Ix= detail manufacture cost factor, 
y s-ab-assembly cost factor, 
z final assembly cost factor, 
nb = number of spar boom rivets per spar, 
ns = number of spar stiffener rivets per spar, 
dm = bench drill rate (no. /min. ), 
dh = hand drill ýate (no. /min. ), 
po = rate of peg removal (no. /min. ), 
pu = rate of peg insertion (no. /min. ), 
deb = deburring rate (no. /min. ), 
riv = blind rivet rate (no. /min. ), 
dcon = time allowance for handling in the detail stage 
(min. ), 
scon = time allowance for handling and heat treatment 
in the sub-assembly stage (mins. ), 
fcon = time allowance for handling, heat treatment and 
application of protective treatment in the 
final assembly stage (mins. ) 
The program listing is as follows: 
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EVALUATION OF THE PRODUCTION COST OF THE 
TITANIUM ALLOY DESIGN 
begin integer f1. qf2; 
real apbpcsdpeprpsjtpupv, xpypzp 
nbpnspdxsdhipospu, pdebjprivs 
dcon, ps convf con, #dtimeps time. 9 
ftime, ttime; 
f1: =layout ([2s-d. ddddv+ndl 
f2: -layout(L2s-d*ddddje4ndc1); 
open(20); 
a: --read(20); b: -read(20); c: -read(20); 
d: =read(20); e: =read(20); x: -read(20); 
y: =read(20); z: =read(20); nb: =read(20); 
nso*=read(20); dm: =read(20); dh: =read(20); 
po: =read(20); pu: =read(20); deb: -read(20); 
riv: =read(20); dcon: =read(20); scon: =read(20); 
fcon: -read(20); 
close(20); 
open(30); 
write (30 of I ja) ; write (30 if I . 9b); 
write(30ifi, pe); write(30, pf2, sd); 
write (30.9f I se); write (30, pf I jx); 
write (30.9f 1 y); write (30, pf2 sz); 
write (30, pf 1 onb); write 
(30, pf 1 qns); 
write (30 pf I , ft) ; write 
(30, pf2, pdh) ; 
write(30*flopo); write(30, pfl#Pu); 
write(30.. flpdeb); write(30, pf2priv); 
write(30pfl, pdcon); write(30, ofl. oscon). ', ' 
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write (30 j, f2p f con) ; 
r: =5;, S: =10; t: =l . 5; u: =2; v: =4; 
comment In the next block the detail 
manufacture time is calculated; 
dtime: =(a+b+2xc+dxe)xr 
+(a+b+93xc+. 15xdxe)xs 
+ (nb+2xns)x (I /dm+2/deb) 
+dcon;, 
dtime: =xXdtime; 
comment In the next block the sub 
assembly time is calculated; 
stime: = (2x (a+b)+- 3XC+2+ -1 5xdxe)xl 00xt+s con; 
stime: =stimexy; 
comment In the next block the final 
assembly time is calculated; 
ftlae: =(dxlOO+200+cxl 5)Xu 
+20OXv+(nb+2xns)x(l/dh+4/deb 
+2/(10xpu)+2/(Ioxpo)+l/riv) 
+fcon; 
ftime: =zxftime; 
ttime: =dtime+stime+ftime; 
writet (3U sL[ 3c] TITANIU14* TORSION* BOX* 
PRODUCTION*COST*ANALYSIS[2c]DETAIL* 
MANUFACTURE*COST[cll); 
write (30, pf2 jdtime 
); 
writet(30,, LMINUTES[2c]SUB*ASSEMBLY* 
COST(cl]). *g 
write (30, pf2, vs time); 
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writet(30, piMINUTES[2c]FINAL*ASSEMBL'Y* 
COST[cll); 
write(30, jf2, pftime)5* 
writet(30,0[MINUTES[2c]TDTAL*PRODUCTION* 
COST[ell); 
write(30j, f2j, ttime); 
writet(30., iMINUTESI); 
close(30); 
end 
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TABLE A2.1 Manual drilling rates (No. of holes per minute) 
for aluminium alloy material. 
Stock Hole diameter 
(in. ) 
thickness 
(S. W. G. ) 1/8 3/16 1/4 
22 10 9 8 
20 9 8 7 
18 8 7 6 
16 7 6 5 
14 6 5 4.5 
12 5 4 .5 4 
10 4.5 4 3.5 
8 4 3.5 3 
6 3.5 3 2.5 
TABLE A2.2 Countersinking and riveting rates (no. of 
holes per minute) for aluminium alloy material. 
Hole diameter (in. ) 
1/8 3/16 1/4 
Countersinking rate 10 6 2 
Snaphead riveting rate 8 5 3 
Countersink riveting rate l7 4 2.5 
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TABLE A2.3 The production rate values used in the cost 
equations 
Aluminium. 
alloy 
Titanium 
alloy 
Rate of peg insertion (no. /min. ) 6 6 
Rate of peg removal (no. /min. ) 8 8 
Deburring rate (no. /min. ) 20 15 
Automatic riveting cycle time 
(min. ) 0.042 
Automatic riveting positioning 
time (min. ) 0.055 
Automatic riveting row traverse 
time (min. ) 0.15 
Rate of blind riveting for 111 
dia. rivets (no. /min. ) 
3 3 
Spin dimple operation time 
(min. ) 1.25 - 
Plasma arc welding rate 
(in. /min. ) - 0.67 
T. I. G. welding rate (in. /min. ) - 0.5 
Detail manufacture cost factor 1.25 1.25 
Sub-assembly cost factor 1.25 1.25 
Final assembly cost factor 1.25 1.25 
FIG. A2.1 THE DRILL TIME FOR THE 
DRIVMATIC RIVETING MACHINE 
IN ALUMINIUM ALLOY MATERIAL 
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APPENDIX3 
A DBSCRIPTION OF THB COMPUTBR PROGRAM FOR 
THE LOCATION OF THE OPTIMAL 
STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATION 
Using this computer program the optimal structural 
configuration, expressed in terms of a structural efficiency 
factor value, may be located at any value of the global 
exchange rate. 
The program functions in the following manner: 
Values of unit cost and structural weight, correspondinj 
to structural configurations having different efficiency 
factor values, form the basic input data. 
The procedure "Lagrange" uses the Lagrange interpola- 
tion method, described in section 7.22 to fit curves to the 
cost and the weight datat with efficiency factor as the 
independent variable in each case. For a series of global 
exchange rate values, the cost and the weight values are 
incorporated in equation (7-4) to generate merit function 
values. A step-wise comparative procedure is used to locate 
the minimum merit function value, which, by definition, 
gives the Optimal structural configuration. 
The Program output lists the optimal efficiency factor 
and the minimum merit function values which define the optimal 
configuration at each global exchange rate value. 
The mquence of data input required by the program is 
as follows: 
m= number of efficiency factor values at which 
the cost and weight values are evaluated, 
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n= number of global exchange rate values under 
examination, 
p= the efficiency factor interval used in the 
Lagrange procedure, 
ws = standard weight value (lb. )t 
cs = standard cost value (E), 
v [1] = lowest global exchange rate value, 
v [n] = highest global exchange rate valueg 
f [1] twf 
[m] 
tw[ M] = efficiency factor, 
weight combinations for the m con- 
figurations exanined, 
far [1] = lowest efficiency factor value used in the 
Lagrange procedure, 
far [p] = highest efficiency factox value used in the 
Lagrange procedure, 
f [1] c [1] f [m] ,c 
[m] efficiency factor, 
cost combinations for the m con- 
figurations examined. 
The program listing is as follows: 
LOCATION OF THE OPTIMAL STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATION 
beEi procedure lagrarige(xjy, z, de, k); 
value kjz; 
integ 1c: Z; 
real array xjy: dje; 
begin integer hjsjt; 
real 1; 
real array a., b[l : z] 
for h: =1 step I until k do 
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becrin d[lil: =d[ll+(h-l)x(d(kl-d[ll)/(k-1); 
e[hl: ---O; 
for t: =l step I until z do 
be, ý, in a[t 
for s: =1 step 1 until z do 
begin 1: =d[hl-x[s]; 
if s=t then 1: =I; 
a[t] : =a[tlxl; 
tnd; 
b[t] : =I 
for s: =l atep I until z do 
begin 1: =x[tl-x[s]; 
if s=t thenl: =1; 
b[tl: =b[tlxl; 
end; 
e[hl: =e[hl+y[tlxa[tl/b[t]; 
tnd; 
2nd; 
end laLrange; 
begin InL2Zer ijjjm2njpsJOPtifl., f2; 
Eeal moptlws, cs; 
fl: =layout(i2s-d. ddddlo+ndl); 
f2: =layout(L2s-d. ddddm+ndel); 
open(20); 
m: =read(20); n: =read(20); P: =read(20); 
ws: =read(20); cs: =read(20); 
open(30); 
write(30, fl, m); write(30., fljn); 
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write(30., f2p); write(30jf1jws); 
write(30sf2jes); 
begin real array csfsw[l: m]jfarscostjwt[l: pl., 
merit(l mil : pl., v[l : n]; 
v(11: =read(20); v(n1: =read(20); 
write(30iflivIll); write(3(),, f2tv[nl); 
for i: =1 step I until n do 
v[il: --v[ll+(i-I)X(v[n]-V(ll)/(n-1); 
for i: =1 step 1 until m do 
beEin f(i1: =read(20); w(i1: =read(20); 
write(30if I if (i] 
write(30, f2sw[i]); 
end; 
far(ll: =read(20); far[pl: =read(20); 
write(30ifl. far[ll); write(30jf2., far(pl); 
lagrange(fjwsmjfarjwtip); 
m: =read(20); p: =read(20); 
write(30.. fl, om); write(3O.. f2., p); 
for i: =l step I until m do 
begin f(i1: =read(20); c(i]: =read(20); 
write(30., fl., f[il); 
write(30. qf2., c(ij 
end; 
far[ll: =read(20); far[p]: =read(20); 
write (30.. fl., far(l ] ); 
write(30jf2jfar[pl); 
lagrange(fjcjmjfarjeost.. p); 
close(20); 
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writet(30ill3elFITTED*CURVES[c]EFFICIENCY 
15s]WEIGHT[9sjCOSTjcLj); 
for i: =1 step I until p do 
begin write(30jfl,, far[il); write(30., fl., wt(il); 
write(30jf2jcost[ij); 
end; 
writet(30ill3clEXC*RATE[7s]OPT*EFF(9sI 
OPT*MER*FUN[2c]]); 
for i: =1 Elep 1 until n do 
begin write(30jfIvv1i1); 
merit(i, ll: --wt[ll+cost[ll/vlil; 
mopt: --merit(i, l]; 
jopt: =1; 
for J: ---2 step 1 until p do 
begin 
merit[i3j]: --wt[j]+cost[j]/v[i]; 
if mopt-merit[i, j]>O then 
begin mopt: ---merit[i., J]; 
jopt: =J; 
end; 
end; 
write(30)fI3far[jopt]); 
write(303f23mopt); 
end; 
writet(3c), vL[3c]STANDARDISED*CURVES[c]EFFICIENCY 
[5s]WEIGHT[gs]COST[cll); 
for i: =l step 1 until p do 
begin wt(i] : --wt[il/ws; 
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cost[il: =cost[il/cs; 
write(30pflpfar(il); write(30jfljwtlil); 
write(30jf2jcost[ij); 
end; 
writet(30, sl-[3c]STANDARDISED*VALUES[c]EXC*RATE 
[7s]OPT*EFF[9s]OPT*MER*FUN[2c]3); 
for i: =l step 1 until n do 
begin write(30jfIyv1i]); 
merit[ipI1: ---merit[ij11/ws; 
mopt: =qnerit[ijl 3; 
jopt: =I; 
for J: =2 RsLeZ 1 until p do 
b2f; Lin merit[i., J] : --merit[ijjl/ws; 
if mopt-merit[ijj]>O then 
begin mopt: ----, nerit[ij]; 
jopt: =J; 
end; 
end; 
write(30pfljfar(jopt]); 
write(30, pf2. gmopt); 
end; 
close(30); 
end; 
end; 
end 
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APPBNDIX4 
THE SOLUTION OF THE IMRNING CURVE INTEGRAl 
In the evaluation of the learning cost 0, per item 
undertaken in section 4.3-3. the following integral I, 
forming part of equation (4.3), had to be solved: 
n log en 
I=fCr 
log 
e2 dn 
(A4.1) 
The solution is obtained using the following method: 
Let k=1 log 
e2 
and y= log n e 
dy = dn n 
and dn = ey dy. 
Since C is a constant, the integral becomes 
n 
C rk. y . ey . dy 
n 
k. y . 
(log 
e r) Cl e ey . dy 
n 
C ey 
(k log 
er+ 1) dy 
C ey 
(k log 
er+n, 
k. loge r+11 
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Cn. rk * 
loge n 
k. log 
er+ 
log 
enn1 
log 
e2 
log 
er 
log 
e2 (A4.2) 
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